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Abstract
Information Fusion is a field that studies processes utilizing data from various input
sources, and techniques exploiting this data to produce estimates and knowledge about
objects and situations. On the other hand, human computation is a new and evolving
research area that uses human intelligence to solve computational problems that are beyond
the scope of existing artificial intelligence algorithms. In previous systems, humans’ role
was mostly restricted for analysing a finished fusion product; however, in the current
systems the role of humans is an integral element in a distributed framework, where many
tasks can be accomplished by either humans or machines. Moreover, some information
can be provided only by humans not machines, because the observational capabilities and
opportunities for traditional electronic (hard) sensors are limited.
A source-reliability-adaptive distributed non-linear estimation method applicable to
a number of distributed state estimation problems is proposed. The proposed method
requires only local data exchange among neighbouring sensor nodes. It therefore provides
enhanced reliability, scalability, and ease of deployment. In particular, by taking into
account the estimation reliability of each sensor node at any point in time, it yields a more
robust distributed estimation. To perform the Multi-Model Particle Filtering (MMPF) in
an adaptive distributed manner, a Gaussian approximation of the particle cloud obtained
at each sensor node, along with a weighted Consensus Propagation (CP)-based distributed
data aggregation scheme, are deployed to dynamically re-weight the particle clouds.
The filtering is a soft-data-constrained variant of multi-model particle filter, and is ca-
pable of processing both soft human-generated data and conventional hard sensory data.
If permanent noise occurs in the estimation provided by a sensor node, due to either a
faulty sensing device or misleading soft data, the contribution of that node in the weighted
consensus process is immediately reduced in order to alleviate its effect on the estimation
provided by the neighbouring nodes and the entire network. The robustness of the pro-
posed source-reliability-adaptive distributed estimation method is demonstrated through
simulation results for agile target tracking scenarios. Agility here refers to cases in which
the observed dynamics of targets deviate from the given probabilistic characterization.
Furthermore, the same concept is applied to model soft data constrained multiple-model
Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter that can track agile multiple targets with non-
linear dynamics, which is a challenging problem. In this case, a Sequential Monte Carlo-
Probability Hypothesis Density (SMC-PHD) filter deploys a Random Set (RS) theoretic
formulation, along with Sequential Monte Carlo approximation, a variant of Bayes filtering.
In general, the performance of Bayesian filtering-based methods can be enhanced by using
iii
extra information incorporated as specific constraints into the filtering process. Following
the same principle, the new approach uses a constrained variant of the SMC-PHD filter, in
which a fuzzy logic approach is used to transform the inherently vague human-generated
data into a set of constraints. These constraints are then enforced on the filtering process
by applying them as coefficients to the particles’ weights. Because the human generated
Soft Data (SD), reports on target-agility level, the proposed constrained-filtering approach
is capable of dealing with multiple agile target tracking scenarios.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
In cases where standard hard sensors are incapable of providing required information they
have been designed and built for, and the required data is only available through soft
data reports, soft data become very valuable. This is the most significant advantage over
the data from hard sensors. For example, humans judge whether or not a particular
type of relationship exists between some entities; whereas, hard sensors cannot provide
information about the existence of a relationship, since they are designed primarily to
measure attributes and features of entities [1]. Therefore proposing a framework to gather
and model soft data and an appropriate way of fusing it to the estimation process can
tackle the gaps arising from the limitation of the conventional (hard) sensors.
As shown in Figure 1.1, target tracker can track the conventional target which is be-
having based on the pre-defined Transition Probability Matrix (TPM); however, for an
unconventional target with an unknown behaviour characteristics, the tracker is unable
to perform tracking. Incorporating high level information into the estimation process as
shown in this figure enables the system to track agile targets with unknown behaviour
characteristics.
Soft/hard data fusion is mostly aimed at large networks of information processing;
therefore, a distributed scheme of proposed framework is required. In general, achieving
network reliability is problematic, because the majority of fusion operators assume that
the models producing beliefs are equally reliable and play a symmetrical role in the fusion
process. In the distributed state-estimation process, it is important to share information
1
Figure 1.1: High level information fusion to enable agile target tracking
with a reliability factor, to reduce negative effects on neighbouring nodes, as these effects
gradually affect the overall estimation throughout the network. In order to adaptively
recognize and evaluate which source’s information is valid, its history and its neighbouring
nodes’ estimation is required to evaluate its reliability factor.
Multi-target tracking is an ongoing research in the field; however, the problem in which
maneuvering multiple-targets have unknown behaviour characteristics has not been yet
tackled in the literature.
1.2 Motivations and Contributions
Human computation is a new and evolving research area that uses human intelligence
to solve computational problems that are beyond the scope of existing approaches. In a
modular and extensible distributed framework, many tasks can be accomplished by either
human or machine performers [2], and some information can be provided only by humans.
Soft data can be obtained from direct human reports as well as from open source infor-
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mation on the Internet (e.g., MySpace, YouTube, Facebook, eBay, Craigslist, Wikipedia,
Blogger, Photobucket and Flikr). This information can significantly augment data obtained
from traditional sensors such as unattended ground sensors, radar, airborne vehicles and
others. Burke et al. [3] have described the concept of participatory sensing, in which
a community of observers might be tasked to provide information for applications such
as urban planning and pubic health. Other examples using human cognition to provide
information for different applications are detailed in [4].
Traditionally, fusion process designs have exploited the error characteristics of the
(hard) input data; for example, knowledge of calibrated detection probability has been
a crucial parameter affecting general operations. However, there is no such data for un-
calibrated human observers or social media sources, so the quality of soft data should be
assessed using a different approach and must be accounted for in design of various fusion
operations.
In this thesis, a novel technique has been proposed to incorporate the high level infor-
mation into the filtering process to improve the estimation results and recover from the
failure situations, as well as quality assessment of soft data before integration. In some
cases when agility exists, due to the lack of necessary information, the estimation is vir-
tually unfeasible using conventional methods; however, the proposed technique provides
this capability. Furthermore, the proposed method is implemented in a distributed sensor
networks, and an adaptive source reliability approach is proposed to handle the source
reliability throughout the estimation process. In next subsections, different aspects of the
proposed method are highlighted.
1.2.1 Distributed Soft-Data-Constrained Filter
Soft/hard data fusion is mostly aimed at large networks of information processing; there-
fore, a new approach, Soft-Data-Constrained Multi-Model Particle Filtering (SDCMMPF),
is proposed to enable distributed estimation of soft, as well as hard data. The proposed
distributed non-linear estimation method which is based on SDCMMPF is applicable to
a number of distributed state estimation problems. This method needs only local data
exchange among neighbouring sensor nodes and thus provides enhanced reliability, scal-
ability, and ease of deployment. To make the Multi-Model Particle Filtering (MMPF)
approach work in a distributed manner, a Gaussian approximation of the particle cloud
obtained at each sensor node and a Consensus Propagation (CP) based distributed data
aggregation scheme are used to dynamically re-weight the particles’ weights. The proposed
method can recover from failure situations and is robust to noise, since it keeps the same
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population of particles and uses the aggregated global estimate to infer the constraints.
The constraints are enforced by adjusting particles’ weights and assigning a higher mass
to those closer to the global estimate represented by the nodes in the entire sensor network
after each communication step. Each sensor node experiences gradual change; i.e., if a
noise occurs in the system, the node, its neighbours, and consequently the overall network
are less affected than with other approaches, and thus recovers faster.
In order to evaluate the proposed method, a case in which the dynamics of the maneu-
vering target might deviate from the probabilistic characterization presented by the transi-
tion probability matrix is studied. This problem is referred to as agile target tracking, and
it considers agility levels to be directly associated with the likelihood of unpredictable tar-
get maneuvers. The uncertainty regarding the target mode and its transitions are typically
characterized in a Markovian manner, using the so-called transition probability matrix [5].
If a target is agile, its next mode, which is assumed to be one of the available modes, is
unpredictable. Agile target tracking is an important and challenging problem, which, to
the best of our knowledge, has rarely been addressed in the literature. This lack of inter-
est is partly due to the difficulty of obtaining data regarding the agility level of targets
when using the conventional sensory mechanisms. On the other hand, a relatively recent
trend in data fusion community aims at exploiting data provided by humans [1, 6, 7].
Our observation is that human agents have advanced cognitive abilities, which allow them
to provide valuable information regarding intricate target behaviors, including the agility.
Accordingly, the proposed approach deploys human-generated data about targets’ agility
levels to improve tracking performance.
1.2.2 Source Reliability
This thesis also proposes a source-reliability based distributed adaptation scheme whose
objective is to enable the algorithm to deal with distributed tracking scenarios in a robust
manner by incorporating source reliability into the distributed fusion process.
The key observation is that in the presence of a permanently faulty hard sensor data
or a misleading soft data, the sensor’s local particle cloud would be significantly biased
with respect to its aggregated global estimate. Accordingly, discounting the contribution
of such a node to the global aggregation process could enhance the robustness of the dis-
tributed estimation process. The underlying distributed data aggregation scheme deployed
to estimate the global Gaussian at each sensor node is a weighted variant of the consensus
propagation [8]. This procedure is repeated iteratively to allow information sharing among
neighbouring nodes, and consequently the entire network, with the objective of diverting
particle clouds of all sensor nodes towards a global aggregate.
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1.2.3 Multiple Agile Target Tracking
In the literature, numerous methods have been proposed to tackle the problem of tracking
multiple targets [9]. The Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter [10] is one of the most
popular multi target tracking approaches. This thesis considers a problem in which the
dynamics of maneuvering multiple-targets might be agile. The efficiency of the proposed
method is verified through simulations for multi agile target tracking scenario that can
process both soft and hard data in sensor networks.
1.2.4 Contributions
Motivated by the limitations of the existing methods discussed above, this thesis has the
following objectives:
1. to model soft data using Fuzzy logic approach in order to capture its vagueness
and to present an appropriate syntax and semantics that will allow modeling of soft
(human-generated) data for target tracking applications,
2. to introduce a constrained variant of multi-model particle filter that can incorporate
external information in order to refine the estimation,
3. to use the proposed method in a distributed framework so as to share the information
among neighbouring nodes and therefore the entire network, since soft/hard data
fusion is mostly aimed at large networks of information processing.
4. to model an adaptive reliability schema in the distributed framework,
5. to deploy PHD filter in order to extend the proposed target tracking framework to
handle multi agile target tracking scenarios.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background and a
literature review of the existing approaches. Chapter 3 introduces the proposed method,
the soft data modeling, and how to incorporate the soft data as dynamic constraints into
the filtering process. The proposed method is further extended in Chapter 4 to enable
distributed data aggregation, thus enhancing the scalability and robustness of the proposed
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framework Lastly, a series of single-target tracking experiments evaluates the proposed
framework. The proposed adaptive source reliability scheme is detailed in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 further extends the target tracking problem into multi-target case by proposing
a novel approach using PHD filter to account for multi agile target tracking scenarios.
Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 begin with a brief review of the literature relevant to the proposed
approach and end with a series of experiments that assess these approaches. Chapter 7
provides a discussion of the results and concludes the thesis, along with some directions
for the future research.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Multisensor data fusion is a technique used to enable information from several sources to
be combined to form a unified picture. Data fusion systems are now widely used in various
areas such as sensor networks, robotics, video and image processing, and intelligent system
design, to name a few. Therefore, knowing different techniques and approaches, and their
advantages and disadvantages, is valuable when considering a technique. Soft data, a
recent integral component in information fusion is proposed to enhance the estimation
process. It has different aspects to study, such as its collection requirements, challenges,
and strategies, how it can be integrated into the fusion process, and its advantages over
hard sensors. This section studies multisensor data fusion, and investigates the data fusion
task, including its potential advantages, challenges, existing methodologies, and recent
advances. Several reviews of the data fusion literature exists [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
Most data fusion research has been dedicated to problems associated with the first
level of the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) model [13]. As work on low-level fusion
becomes well established and approaches mature field, research on high level fusion tasks is
an active field of research and is gaining more attention. The JDL model shown in Figure
2.1 [17] has been used by data fusion community for fusion problems. Other fusion models
exist, including the DDF model [18], the Omnibus model [19] and the perceptual reasoning
model [20].
There are 4 levels of information fusion based on the JDL model as follows:
Level 0: Sub Object and Object Assessment, which involves processing data from
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sensors (e.g. signals, images, vector quantities, or scalar data).
Level 1: Object refinement, which combines data from multiple sensors or sources to
obtain the most reliable estimate of the object’s location, characterization, and identity.
Level 2: Situation Refinement, which uses the results from level 1 processing and
develops a contextual interpretation of their meaning
Level 3: Thread Assessment, which considers the projection of the current situation into
future to determine the potential impact or threats associated with the current situation.
Level 4: Process Refinement, which is also referred to as resource management observes
the other levels of processing and seeks to make the fusion process better, i.e., more ac-
curate, more timely, and more specific by redirecting the sensors and information sources,
selecting which algorithm is appropriate for the current situation or available data and by
changing the control parameters on the fusion algorithms.
Level 5: Processing, which involves Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and optimizes
how the data fusion system interacts with one or more human users.
Figure 2.1: US Department of Defense (DoD) Joint Director of Laboratories Data Fusion
Model [17]
High Level Information Fusion (HLIF) is Levels 2 and up. The primary objective
of Level 1 fusion is tracking and identification of individual targets. By observing the
kinematic (position and velocity) and classification (e.g. size) states, hard information
sensors provide essential reports that can be associated to form tracks and estimate states
of individual targets.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. An overview of data fusion problems,
techniques and challanges are provided in section 2.2. Section 2.3 provides an overview of
data fusion techniques. Section 2.4 provides an overview of soft data, such as its collection
requirements, challenges and strategies; as well as, the fusion techniques for soft data
fusion.
2.2 Data Fusion
In [21], the authors present a review and discussion of many data fusion definitions.
Based on the identified strengths and weaknesses of previous works, they have proposed a
principle-based definition of information fusion: “Information fusion is the study of efficient
methods for automatically or semi-automatically transforming information from different
sources and different points in time into a representation that provides effective support for
human or automated decision making.” Data fusion is a multi-disciplinary research area
borrowing ideas from many different fields such as signal processing, information theory,
statistical estimation and inference.
Generally, performing data fusion has several advantages [22, 12]; mainly involving
enhancements in data authenticity such as improved detection, confidence, and reliability,
as well as reduction in data ambiguity, and data availability. It can also provide specific
benefits for some applications, such as wireless sensor networks, which are often composed
of a large number of sensor nodes, and have scalability issues caused by potential collisions
and transmissions of redundant data. Regarding energy restrictions, communication should
be reduced to increase the lifetime of sensor nodes. When data fusion is performed during
the routing process, i.e., when sensor data is fused and only the results are being forwarded,
the number of messages are reduced, collisions are avoided, and energy is saved. In the
proposed method, since all necessary information is shared only with neighbouring nodes,
there is no need for nodes to broadcast their messages or send long-range messages, and
yet share their information according to their reliability with the whole network.
The major novelty of this work is the ability to express all aspects of multi-source infor-
mation processing, i.e., both data processing as well as estimation processing. Furthermore,
it allows for consistent combination of the processing elements and providing a good per-
formance. Such formalization enables traditional methods to increase their performance
and helps to build an automatic development of fusion systems.
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2.2.1 Challenging Problems in Multi-sensor Data Fusion
There are a number of challenges which occur in data fusion tasks [8]. The majority arise
from the data to be fused, the imperfection and diversity of the sensors, as well as the
nature of the application:
• Data imperfection: data provided by sensors has always uncertainty in the measure-
ments; therefore, it is affected by some level of impreciseness. Data fusion algorithms
should be able to express such imperfections effectively.
• Outliers and spurious data: the uncertainties in sensors are sometimes due to the
ambiguities and inconsistencies of the environment, and from the inability to dis-
tinguish between them [23]. Data fusion algorithms should be able to exploit the
redundant data to reduce such effects.
• Data alignment/registration: sensor data must be transformed from each sensor’s
local frame into a common frame before fusion occurs. Such an alignment problem is
often referred to as sensor registration and deals with the calibration error induced
by individual sensor nodes.
• Data association: multi-target tracking problems introduce much greater complexity
to the fusion system than single-target tracking does [24]. One new difficulty is data
association, which may come in two forms: measurement-to-track, which refers to the
problem of identifying from which target, each measurement originates; and track-
to-track association, which deals with distinguishing and combining tracks that are
estimating the state of the same real-world target [13].
• Processing framework: data fusion processing can be performed in a centralized or
decentralized manner. The latter is usually preferable in wireless sensor networks,
as it allows each sensor node to process locally, collected data. This is much more
efficient compared to the communication burden required by a centralized approach
in which all measurements have to be sent to a central processing node for fusion.
• Data dimensionality: the measurement data may be preprocessed, either locally at
each of the sensor nodes, or globally at the fusion center where it is compressed
into lower dimensional data, assuming a certain level of compression loss is allowed.
This preprocessing enables saving on the communication bandwidth and power re-
quired for transmitting data, in the case of local preprocessing [25], or limiting the
computational load of the central fusion node, in the case of global preprocessing
[26].
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2.3 Data Fusion Techniques
Uncertainty is an important factor in the sensing and data fusion process. An explicit
measure of the uncertainty must be provided to enable sensory information to be fused in
an efficient and predictable manner. There are many methods of representing uncertainty,
such as probabilistic models; however, this model often cannot capture all the information
that is required to define and describe the operation of a sensing and data fusion system.
Thus, a number of alternative modeling techniques have been proposed to deal with the
perceived limitations of probabilistic methods [27], that are listed below:
• Complexity: the need to specify a large number of probabilities to be able to apply
probabilistic reasoning methods correctly.
• Inconsistency: the difficulties involved in specifying a consistent set of beliefs in terms
of probability and using these to obtain consistent deductions about states of interest.
• Precision of Models: the need to be precise in the specification of probabilities for
quantities about which little is known.
• Uncertainty about uncertainty: the difficulty in assigning probability in the face of
uncertainty, or ignorance about the source of information.
The alternative techniques used in literature for data fusion are [28], Fuzzy set theory
[29], possibility theory [30], rough set theory [31], and Dempster-Shafer evidence theory
(DSET) [32]. Most of these approaches are capable of representing specific aspect of
imperfect data.
Even with the aforementioned limitations, probabilistic modeling techniques play an
essential role in developing data fusion methods. Almost all conventional data fusion algo-
rithms have probabilistic models as a central component in their development. Therefore,
we have chosen interactive multi-model particle filter, which is a variant of Bayes theorem,
as the underlying method for the estimation process. Fuzzy logic is used for soft data
processing and to model the human-generated data, since it is a method capable of model-
ing the uncertainty about uncertainty of the soft data. In general, probabilistic measures
are appropriate when dealing with ill-defined (random) variables hitting well-defined sets,
whereas Fuzzy measures enable calculation of the membership of well-known variables in
ill-defined (vague) sets [33].
This section provides an overview of some methods used in this thesis. Probabilistic
distribution expresses data uncertainty and is used as an underlying data fusion technique;
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Fuzzy set theory can represent vagueness of data; therefore, it is used to model the vague
human-generated soft data. Finally, there is a description of Random set theoretic fusion
approach which is used for multi-target tracking scenarios.
2.3.1 Fuzzy Logic-Based Fusion
Fuzzy logic is a popular method for representing uncertainty, particularly in applications
such as supervisory control and high-level data fusion tasks. It is often claimed that Fuzzy
logic provides an ideal tool for inexact reasoning, particularly in rule-based systems.
In contrast to the probability and evidence theories, which are well suited to modeling
the uncertainty of membership of a target in a well-defined class of objects, Fuzzy sets
theory is well suited to modeling the Fuzzy membership of a target in an ill-defined class.
Yet, similar to probability theory that requires prior knowledge of probability distributions,
Fuzzy sets theory requires prior membership functions for different Fuzzy sets [34]. A brief
description of the main definitions and operations of Fuzzy logic is as follows:
Fuzzy logic introduces the novel notion of partial set membership, which enables im-
precise (rather than crisp) reasoning [29].
Considering a Universal set X consisting elements x : X = {x}, if A is a subset of X
A ⊆ X, µA(x) is called membership function; which defines the degree of membership of
element x ∈ X in set A, this membership degree ranges between 0 and 1. Composition
rules for Fuzzy sets follow the composition processes for normal crisp sets as:
AND is implemented as minimum
µA⋂B(x) = min[µA(x), µB(x)],
OR is implemented as maximum
µA⋃B(x) = max[µA(x), µB(x)],
NOT is implemented as compliment
µA¯(x) = 1− µA(x).
The normal properties associated with binary logic such as commutativity, associativ-
ity, incompetence, distributivity, De Morgan’s law and absorption hold except the law of
excluded middle:
A
⋃
A¯ 6= X
A
⋂
A¯ 6= ∅
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2.3.2 Probabilistic Data Fusion
Estimation is the single most important problem in sensor data fusion. An estimator is a
decision rule which takes as an argument a sequence of observations and then computes
a value for the parameter or state of interest. There are a number of filters that are
different variants of Bayes filter and are used for this purpose such as Kalman filter, which
is a recursive linear estimator, successively calculating an estimate for a continuous valued
state, that evolves over time, on the basis of periodic observations. Some of the non-linear
data fusion methods are, Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [35], Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) [36], and Particle Filter(PF).
Extended KF and Unscented KF are based on the first-order and second-order approx-
imations as a Taylor series expansion about the current estimate, respectively. However,
both of these methods can only handle non-linearities to a limited extent.
The Monte Carlo simulation-based techniques such as Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)
[37] and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [38] are among the most powerful and
popular methods of approximating probabilities. They are also very flexible as they do not
make any assumptions regarding the probability densities to be approximated. Particle
filter is a recursive implementation of the SMC algorithm [39], providing an alternative for
Kalman filtering when dealing with non-Gaussian noise and non-linearity in the system.
The proposed method in this work is based on particle filtering algorithm; therefore, a
brief overview of this method and multi-model variant of it is presented in this section.
Probabilistic methods rely on the probability distribution/density functions to express data
uncertainty. At the core of these methods lies the Bayes estimator, which enables fusion
of pieces of data. Let’s say we have two random variables x and z with joint probability
density p(x, z). The Bayes theorem is as follows:
p(x|z) = p(z|x)p(x)
p(z)
, (2.1)
where p(x) is a prior probability density function and p(z|x) is the conditional probabil-
ity density function, which describes, for each fixed value of x ∈ X the likelihood that
observation z ∈ Z will be made, i.e., probability of z given x. p(x|z) is the posterior dis-
tribution which describes the likelihoods associated with x given the observation z. p(z)
is the marginal distribution which is used to normalize the posterior.
The value of Bayes theorem provides direct means of combining observed information
with prior beliefs about the state of the world and it lies at the heart of many data fusion
algorithm. It can be applied directly to integrate the observation of multiple sources of
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information, Zn , {z1 ∈ Z1, ..., zn ∈ Zn}. The posterior distribution will be constructed
using this information as follows:
P (x|Zn) = p(Z
n|X)p(x)
p(Zn)
, (2.2)
It requires that the joint distributions of all possible combinations of observations con-
ditioned on the underlying state to be known completely. However, it is reasonable to
assume that information from each source is independent of the information obtained from
the other sources. Therefore, we have:
p(x|Zn) = p(x)Π
n
i p(zi|x)
p(Zn)
; (2.3)
therefore, the posterior distribution on x in this case is the product of prior likelihood from
each source.
2.3.3 Particle Filter
Particle filter is a powerful sampling-based inference/learning algorithm that is an imple-
mentation of the Bayes filter which is a general probabilistic approach for estimating an
unknown probability density function recursively over time. Particle filter has been ap-
peared in several fields under such names as “condensation”, “Sequential Monte Carlo”
and “survival of the fittest” [40, 41]. It uses Sequential Monte Carlo methods [42] and
allows treatment of any type of probability distribution and nonlinearity. The advantage
of using particle filtering method is that there is no need of assumption of the underly-
ing distribution. For many applications, it is important to account for nonlinearity and
non-Gaussianity to model the underlying dynamics accurately. Therefore, in this work
PF, which is a variant of Bayesian algorithm, is selected as an underlying algorithm of the
proposed approach.
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) which is also an implementation of the Bayes filter can
deal with nonlinear dynamics as well, but still needs to assume the existence of Gaussian
noise [43]; however, PF can deal with linear/non-linear dynamics with arbitrary noise. In
PF, Monte Carlo methods are used to update the density representation over time. Such
a representation is an approximation, but it is nonparametric; therefore, it can represent
a much broader space of distributions than Gaussian.
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2.3.4 Multi-Model Particle Filtering
Among the methodologies developed in the literature on maneuvering target tracking, the
multi-model techniques are probably the most popular [44]. The multi-model tracking
methods belong to the family of hybrid estimation techniques; in which, the target state
includes both continuous and discrete components. The base target state is the component
that varies continuously as in conventional tracking systems. The discrete component
however, has a stair-case type trajectory, i.e., it may either jump or remain unchanged,
which is commonly known as the target mode. The conventional solution to multi-model
tracking is to follow the estimation after the decision approach, i.e., first deciding on the
best mode of the target and then applying a single filtering process using the chosen mode
as if it is the correct one [44].
In [45] the multi-model tracking algorithms have been categorized into three genera-
tions, in which each new generation is deemed to be fundamentally different in terms of
operation, structure, and capabilities. The first generation, typically referred to as the Au-
tonomous Multi-Model (AMM) filtering, has the distinctive characteristic that each one of
the elemental filters operates independently [46]. The second generation, Interacting Mul-
tiple Models (IMM), improves upon the first by enabling the elemental filters to operate in
a more efficient cooperative manner through effective interactions [47]. Finally, the third
and the most recent generation adds the benefits of variable structure filtering, e.g., con-
stant adaptation of mode transition probabilities to further enhance the performance [48].
Accordingly, the constrained Multi-Model Particle Filter (MMPF) method proposed in
thesis can be considered as a variant of the variable structure MMPF algorithms.
Scenarios in which target experiences sudden motions and distractions have been tack-
led by Wang et al. [49], by incorporating the efficiency of the mean-shift algorithm with
the multihypothesis characteristics of particle filtering technique. Another approach pro-
posed by Hou et al. [50] in this trend, is a robust adaptive control to solve the consensus
problem of multiagent systems, in which the agent’s dynamics includes the uncertainties
and external disturbances, which is more practical in real-world applications. In this ap-
proach due to the approximation capability of neural networks, the uncertain dynamics
is compensated by the adaptive neural network scheme. The effects of the approximation
error and external disturbances are counteracted by employing the robustness signal. A
fast target maneuver detection and highly accurate tracking technique using neural Fuzzy
network based on a Kalman filter is proposed in [54].
However, in cases in which there exists a transition matrix for a predefined dynamics of
the system, MMPF can be used. MMPF has been proposed by several authors [51, 52, 53, 5]
to perform nonlinear filtering with switching dynamic modes.
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MMPF operates as a general discrete-time hybrid system, which is modeled by the
following target dynamic and measurement models:
xt = ft−1(xt−1, rt) + εt−1(rt) (2.4)
zt = ht(xt, rt) + δt, (2.5)
where f and h are the state transition and measurement functions; and the covariance
matrices of the process noise, εt−1, and measurement noise, δt are Qt−1(rt) and Rt, respec-
tively. The rt ∈ S = {1, ..., s} is the regime (mode) variable in effect during the sampling
process, and the target state is represented as an augmented hybrid-state vector defined
as yt = [x
T
t rt]
T . First, the next set of particle modes is predicted, {rnt }Nn=1, based on the
particles’ previous modes, {rnt−1}Nn=1, and the Transition Probability Matrix Π, where each
element of TPM define the transition probability from mode i to mode j. If rnt−1 = i, then
rnt should be set to j with a probability equal to piij; therefore, if r
n
t−1 = i and we have a
random sample un ∼ U(0, 1), then rnt is set to m ∈ S such that:
m−1∑
j=1
piij < un ≤
m∑
j=1
piij (2.6)
The cumulative distribution function of discrete random variable rt given rt−1 = i is
given by
∑m
j=1 piij. The next step involves Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS), in which
first the next state is predicted based on the previous state xt−1 and observations up to
time t− 1, denoted as z1:t−1.
p(xt, rt = j|z1:t−1) =∑
i
piij
∫
p(xt|xt−1, rt = j)×
p(xt−1, rt−1 = i|z1:t−1)dxt−1 (2.7)
In the updating part, this prediction is updated based on the current measurement at
time t, zt, in which the measurement is obtained.
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Table 2.1: Algorithm 1: Generic MMPF
[{ynt , wnt }Nn=1] = MMPF [{ynt−1, wnt−1}Nn=1, zt]
Step 1: Regime transition (RT):
[{rnt }Nn=1] =RT [{rnt−1}Nn=1,Π]
Step 2: Regime conditioned SIS:
[{xnt , wnt }Nn=1] =RC-SIS [{xnt−1, rnk , wnt−1}Nn=1, zt]
Step 3: Nˆeff =
1∑N
n=1 (w
n
t )
2
Step 4: If Nˆeff < Nthr
Resampling
End If
p(xt, rt = j|z1:t) =
p(zt|xt, rt = j)p(xt, rt = j|z1:t−1)∑
j
∫
p(zt|xt, rt = j)p(xt, rt = j|z1:t−1)dxt (2.8)
After updating step, in resmapling step the weights of the particles are normalized.
Resampling is used to avoid the problem of degeneracy of the PF algorithm.
2.3.5 Random Set Theoretic Fusion
The capability of random set theory has been studied in literature [55, 56, 57]. The most
notable work on promoting random set theory as a unified fusion framework has been done
by Mahler [24, 57, 58, 59]. In particular, in his book [59] he attempts to present a detailed
exposition of random set theory and its application to data fusion problems. Random set
theory is usually deemed as an ideal framework for extending the popular Bayes filter from
single-target (modeled by a random variable) into multi-target (modeled by a random set).
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Using random set theory, states and measurements, are modeled as random sets of
finite size instead of conventional vectors; therefore, priors and likelihood functions con-
structed are capable of modeling a wide range of different phenomena. For instance,
phenomena related to the system dynamics such as target disappearance/appearance, ex-
tended/unresolved targets, and target spawning, as well as measurement-related phenom-
ena such as missed detection and false alarms can be explicitly represented.
Different approximation techniques are devised to compute the Bayes update equation,
as one cannot expect to solve for this multi-target tracking analytically as was not the case
for single-target Bayes filter. The moment matching techniques have been very successful
in approximating the single-target Bayes filter. For instance, Kalman filter relies on prop-
agating the first two moments (i.e. mean and covariance) while alpha-beta filters match
only the first moment. In case of multi-target tracking, the first moment is the Probabil-
ity Hypothesis Density (PHD), which is used to develop a filter with the same title, i.e.,
PHD filter [60]. There is also a higher order extension of this filter called Cardinalized
Probability Hypothesis Density (CPHD) filter [61], [62], which propagates the PHD as
well as the full probability distribution of the random variable representing the number of
targets. Both PHD and CPHD filters involve integrals that prevent direct implementation
of a closed form solution. As a result two approximation methods, namely, Gaussian Mix-
ture (GM) and Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC), have been used in the literature to further
ease the implementation stage for these filters [63, 64]. One important advantage of the
(C)PHD family of filters is to avoid the data association problem, but this also means that
maintaining track continuity can become a challenging task.
2.3.6 Distributed Data Fusion
In distributed Bayes theorem, the sensor models in form of likelihood functions, are main-
tained locally at each sensor node. When an observation is made, these likelihoods are
instantiated to provide a likelihood function describing a probability distribution over the
true state of the world. Importantly, it is this likelihood that is transmitted to the fusion
centre not the raw observations. Then, the central fusion center computes the normalised
product of communicated likelihoods and prior to yield a posterior distribution.
A second approach to distributed data fusion using Bayes theorem is that each sensor
node computes a likelihood and combines it locally with the prior from the previous time-
step, and sends its local posterior distribution on the state to the central fusion centre. The
fusion centre then recovers the new observation information by dividing each posterior by
the global prior and then taking a normalised product to produce a new global posterior.
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This posterior is then communicated back to the sensors and the cycle repeats in recursive
form.
The literature offers some designs that use distributed Bayes filters in sensor networks,
either in a centralized or a distributed manner. In the first category, all the nodes send
their information to a base station (center-based fusion) [65, 66] that performs all calcu-
lations and sends the final estimation back to all nodes in the network. This approach
requires extensive communication and is very costly. Huge numbers of communications
require a large amount of energy and offer a possible failure point at the central node. To
overcome these issues, distributed strategies are an alternative providing a more general
and robust solution, with fewer communications and the possibility of parallel process-
ing [67, 68, 69, 70]. In [71], the Kalman filtering iterations are parallelized over a set of
sensors; however, it still requires a fusion center to combine the estimates. Distributed
particle filtering approaches are more effective for large-scale, nonlinear and non-Gaussian
distributed estimation problems [72], [73].
Based on the type of data communicated between nodes, Distributed Particle Filtering
(DPF) is classified into two types [74, 75]: statistics dissemination-based, in which pro-
cessed data is exchanged between nodes [76, 77], and measurement dissemination-based,
in which raw measurements are exchanged [78, 79]. Different statistic dissemination-based
methods exist, varying in their scheduling and communication topology. The proposed
method lies in the category of statistics dissemination-based methods, and the communi-
cation among nodes is consensus-based, which means that all nodes in the network process
the data simultaneously [80, 81].
The distributed state estimation methods mainly rely on distributed data aggrega-
tion schemes as their underlying enabling technology. The most common distributed data
aggregation schemes are gossip-based consensus filters [84], message passing (belief prop-
agation) algorithms [85], and data diffusion processes [86]. A distributed consensus filter
is proposed in [81] where each sensor can communicate with the neighboring sensors, and
only a small fraction of sensors need to measure the target information, with which the
whole network can be controlled. Consensus algorithms are used for distributed compu-
tations [87, 80]. According to the context, consensus means a global agreement on some
quantity that depends on the data of all nodes [74].
Each of these algorithmic categories has its own benefits and disadvantages. Addition-
ally, a few hybrid approaches aim at providing a framework for developing algorithms based
on existing methods and try to minimize their inherent restrictions as much as possible.
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2.4 From Soft Data to Intelligence
2.4.1 Soft Data Collection Requirements, Challenges, and Strate-
gies
It is very difficult to develop techniques for combining human-supplied data with tradi-
tional sensory data; some issues including how to quantify the uncertainty of human data,
how to model humans as sensors, how to task humans as sources of information, and even
how to elicit information. One of the challenges of soft/hard information fusion is knowl-
edge elicitation, which refers to the general problem of obtaining information from human
observers or experts. This process may include soliciting information about their cogni-
tive processes, beliefs, methods, observations and the uncertainty associated with their
beliefs and observations. Extensive research has been performed in this area [1]. Based on
O’Hagan et al. [88], this problem is divided into two related areas as follows:
• Elicitation of general information about a cognitive decision process (e.g. methods to
perform knowledge engineering to understand how an analyst processes data, makes
inferences and decisions for a general problem, such as in situation analysis). This
issue is related to the original concept in expert system development of creating a
knowledge base made up of facts, rules, scripts, frames or analogical representations
of the inference process to describe how an expert such as a maintenance technician,
physician, or intelligence analyst processes data to make inferences. McNeese et al.
[89, 90, 91, 92] have conducted knowledge elicitation in different applications.
• The second area of knowledge elicitation concerns how to elicit information from ob-
servers about an evolving situation, event, or activity, i.e, how we can obtain obser-
vations or reports with associated probabilities, confidence factors or other measures
of uncertainty.
The other challenge of soft/hard information fusion involves with developing the data
formats. One of the key challenges that Rimland et al. [2] have encountered is the develop-
ment of data formats, protocols, and methodologies to establish an information architecture
and framework for the effective capture, representation, transmission, and storage of the
vastly heterogeneous data and accompanying meta-data; including the capabilities and
characteristics of human observers, uncertainty of human observations, “soft” contextual
data, and information pedigree.
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2.4.2 Constrained Bayesian Filtering
Attempts to improve tracking by integrating the external knowledge as constraints can be
traced back to the early 1990s [106]. The literature related to constrained Bayesian filter-
ing contains a wide spectrum of techniques, including pseudo-measurement [107], clipping
[108], projection [109], and optimization-based methodologies [110]. The formalized con-
straints themselves can be of various types and forms, such as linear, non-linear, soft, hard,
equality, and inequality [111]. Constrained variants of the particle filtering method have
also been proposed in the literature, and assume a variety of domain-specific constraints
[112, 113]. Simon [100] noted that for linear systems with linear constraints all of the
existing approaches result in the same optimal state estimate. On the other hand, for
non-linear cases, the number of state estimation techniques can be overwhelming, as the
constrained filtering problem can be viewed from many different perspectives. Research
on the theory and implementation of constrained particle filters remains an active field of
research.
Using external knowledge and model it as the constants to be applied to the filtering
process has been an active research recently. Papi et al. [113] have mentioned that practical
application of Particle Filter (PF) for the nonlinear target tracking application requires
available external knowledge to be formalized in terms of constraints on target dynamics
to increase the tracking performance. They have studied the case of perfectly known hard
constraints and have shown that if constraints are known and correctly modeled, then
the PF converges to the correct a posteriori Probability Density Function (PDF). They
have studied the case of soft constraints and pointed out that the lack of information
on when and how the target violates the constraints makes the filtering problem much
more difficult; however, detecting the violation of constraints is possible if the knowledge
is processed using an Interactive Multiple Models (IMM) scheme. Hall et al. [114] briefly
review ongoing work on dynamic fusion of hard/soft data by pointing out its motivation,
advantages and challenges. Another related trend focuses on the so-called human centred
data fusion paradigm and emphasizes the human role in data fusion [66, 74].
In contrast to the conventional data provided by well-calibrated sensors, also referred
to as hard data, human-generated data, known as soft data [110], [104], are typically
unstructured, vague, and subjective. For example, in [115], Cano et al. have proposed
integrating the expert knowledge as external information in order to reduce the entropy of
the posterior. The posterior is updated based on the expert’s knowledge, and it is assumed
that the expert always gives a definite answer, without any error. Their approach is based
on Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC), which requests expert information about the direct
probabilistic relationships between variables, which cannot be reliably discerned with the
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help of the data.
2.4.3 Soft Data Fusion
Once the importance of soft data and how to collect information from the correct sources
is known, the challenging part is the fusion process, i.e., how to combine the information
provided by the soft data and hard data. In contrast to the conventional data provided
by well-calibrated sensors, also referred to as hard data, human-generated data, known as
soft data [1, 33], are typically unstructured, vague, and subjective. On the other hand, the
main advantage of humans is their ability to perform complex cognitive tasks. They can
provide high level data regarding the targets that could be very difficult, if not impossible,
to obtain using hard conventional sensors. A tremendous amount of research has been
done on data fusion using conventional sensors. In contrast, limited work has studied the
fusion of data produced by human and non-human sensors. Hall et al. [1] provide a brief
review of ongoing work on dynamic fusion of hard/soft data, identifying its motivation and
advantages, challenges, and requirements. A recent preliminary research in this area is the
work on generating a dataset for hard/soft data fusion intended to serve as a foundation
and a verification/validation resource for future research [93]. Very recently, a Dempster-
Shafer theoretic framework for soft/hard data fusion was proposed that relies on a novel
conditional approach to updating, as well as a new model to convert propositional logic
statements from text into forms usable by Dempster-Shafer theory [94].
Another trend of work along this area is focused on the so called human centered data
fusion paradigm and puts emphasis on the human role in data fusion process [17, 95].
This new paradigm considers humans as active participants in the data fusion process and
not merely as soft sensors but also as hybrid computers and ad-hoc teams (hive mind).
In spite of these accomplishments, research on hard/soft data fusion, as well as human-
centered fusion is still in its fledging stage and should provide rich opportunities for further
theoretical advancement and practical demonstrations [33].
2.5 Summary
Different data fusion techniques along with their advantages and disadvantages were pre-
sented in this chapter. This is followed by a description of soft data, how it differs from the
conventional sensors, and few of the challenges and requirements of soft data collection.
The last part details how, this information should be integrated into the fusion process.
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In the next chapter, the proposed approach along with the proposed procedures used
to model soft data while incorporating it in the fusion process are discussed and the exper-
iments for different scenarios are demonstrated to evaluate the efficiency of the approach
in different situations.
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Chapter 3
Soft-Data-Constrained Multi-Model
Particle Filter
3.1 Introduction
The performance of Bayesian filtering based methods can be enhanced by using extra
information incorporated as specific constraints into the filtering process. Following the
same principle, in the proposed method the inherently vague human-generated data are
modeled using a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). The soft data are then transformed into
a set of constraints, which enable the MMPF method to deal with tracking situations
involving potentially highly agile targets.
The problem of tracking targets whose dynamics include multiple-switching regimes,
also known as maneuvering target tracking, has been studied extensively as reflected in the
review paper series by Li & Jilkov [96, 97, 98, 99, 44]. The maneuvering target tracking
problem in the presence of non-linearity has also been studied, and several methods such
as function approximation, sampling-based moment approximation, and stochastic model
approximation have been proposed to tackle this issue [86]. The sampling-based moment
approximation methods using the sequential Monte Carlo approach, also known as particle
filtering, are widely deployed to deal with non-linear tracking problems. An extension of
the particle filtering methodology according to the multi-model principles, i.e., multi-model
particle filter, provides a powerful and flexible solution to non-linear maneuvering target
tracking problems. The uncertainty regarding the target mode and its transitions are
typically characterized in a Markovian manner, using the so-called transition probability
matrix [5].
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In this work, we consider the problem where dynamics of the maneuvering target might
deviate from the probabilistic characterization represented by the transition probability
matrix. This problem is referred to as agile target tracking, and considers agility lev-
els to be directly associated with the likelihood of unpredictable target maneuvers. If
a target is agile, its next mode, which is assumed to be one of the available models, is
considered unpredictable. Agile target tracking is an important and challenging problem.
Human agents have advanced cognitive abilities, which allow them to provide valuable in-
formation regarding intricate target behaviors, including agility. Accordingly, the proposed
approach deploys human-generated data about target’s agility levels to improve tracking
performance.
A popular approach to enhance the performance of Bayesian filtering methods using
extra information and subsequent incorporation of specific constraints into the filtering
process is introduced in [100]. Following the same principle, we propose a soft-data-
constrained MMPF method; where the inherently vague (subjective) soft data provided by
human agents are modeled using a Fuzzy inference system. They are then transformed into
a set of constraints, which are enforced to enable dealing with tracking situations involving
potentially highly agile targets.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Soft data modeling and soft data fusion
are discussed in section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents the experimental results conducted to
compare our proposed method with the regular MMPF.
3.2 Soft Data Modeling
In developing the architecture of the proposed framework, some factors are important to
be considered at the beginning of the process, the two most important ones are as follows:
The first one is to define at what point during the process, the hard and soft data
streams should be fused, i.e., what is the architectural framework. It is often argued that
the data should be joined together at the closest point to its origin, i.e., where the data are
in a “raw” nature. This approach is often advanced on the basis of an information-theoretic
argument, which claims that any operation on unfused data loses valuable information.
However, there are at least two factors that prevent the choice of this option. One is
that, while there is access to raw data for hard sensors, such as primitive perceptual data
of say Radar or an imaging sensor (blobs of some type in the pixelized data), there is no
equivalent raw data access on the soft data side. That is, there is no access to the primitive
perceptual and early-cognitive operations in the mind of the human observer, access on
the soft side is at the reported-entity level.
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Processing and manipulating raw data from hard sensors is quite well-known; however,
accessing and processing such raw data during human observation has a very high technical
risk and is the second mitigating factor. In general, there is enough difficulty even in
processing the entity-level data from human observers; therefore, fusing the data at the
entity level is usually preferred. Performing fusion at this level is inherent to soft reporting,
but this choice imputes a need to process the hard data stream to the entity level, i.e., the
hard data should be operated on to the point of generating entity-level estimates. This
can be done either from a single hard sensor or be the result of multiple hard sensor fusion
operations to the state estimation level. The entity-level is considered quite natural for the
domain of intelligence analysis [101].
On the soft data side, a major difficulty and design choice is defining a robust natural-
language-processing (NLP) capability, also called text-extraction methods. The problem
is that the realization of a natural language understanding capability has been a goal of
ongoing research for many years. On the other hand, by performing automated fusion, it
is expected to achieve the best possible way to extract rich semantic meaning from the
reported linguistic data.
To model the soft data report, which is supplied by a human observer, the reports
are assumed to comply to a specific syntax and semantics, which are predefined by an
ontology. Please note that an appropriate Natural Language Processing (NLP) method
can be used to format raw soft data according to this syntax. The syntax for the soft
data report is shown in Figure 3.1. As shown in this figure, each report is a natural
language expression that reports on the agility level of the target along with the level of
certainty presumed by the reporter. In other words, each report is an expression comprised
of a target-identification term, target ID, a qualifier term to express the level of certainty
(RCL) presented by the report, and a term to represent the reported agility level (RAL)
of the target.
Figure 3.1: The syntax considered for the soft data reports
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Table 3.1: Fuzzy rules for the case of: RCL=“certainly” &RAL=“extremely”
if (ECW is high) & (SAD is high) then (C is med)
if (ECW is high) & (SAD is med) then (C is low)
if (ECW is high) & (SAD is low) then (C is vlow)
if (ECW is low) & (SAD is high) then (C is med)
if (ECW is low) & (SAD is med) then (C is high)
if (ECW is low) & (SAD is low) then (C is vhigh)
3.2.1 Soft Data Modeling Using Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy inference systems are used to capture the uncertainty arising from the vagueness
of soft data. One could argue in favour of probabilistic approaches as an alternative
to Fuzzy logic for soft data processing. However, probabilistic measures are appropriate
when dealing with ill-defined (random) variables hitting well-defined sets, whereas Fuzzy
measures enable calculating the membership of well-known variables in ill-defined (vague)
sets [33, 102]. The Fuzzy method can be two dimensional (2-D), with one dimension for
the universe of discourse of the variable and the other for its membership degree, or 3-D
with an extra dimension for spatial information [103]. In this work, a 2-D Fuzzy system is
used to model the human report [104, 105]. The modeling of human report using a Fuzzy
system further described in the next subsection.
The semantics used to interpret the given soft data is given as follows, with three
different categories for the Reported Agility Level (RAL) and Reported Certainty Level
(RCL). For the RAL, the report can be judged extremely, highly, or marginally agile and for
the RCL, it can be considered as certainly, almost, or perhaps certain. As a result, we have
modeled nine different FISs that have different rules and different membership functions
for the output variable. Based on the agility level reported, RAL, and the certainty level of
the report, RCL, one of the Fuzzy models is chosen. A simple decision tree is deployed to
accomplish the Fuzzy model selection. Based on the inputs RCL={“slightly”, “perhaps”,
“certainly”} and RAL={“extremely”, “highly”, “marginally”}, the appropriate model is
selected. After choosing the FIS, the agility level of the target along with the respective
value of the transition probability matrix are the inputs to the Fuzzy system that outputs
the constraints.
Table 3.1 shows the rules defined when the reported RAL is “extremely”. The rules
of the FIS change based on different values reported for RAL; therefore, we have nine
different sets of Fuzzy rules. This table demonstrate the rules defined for different values
of RAL. In this table, the terms “vlow”, “med” and “vhigh” represent very low, medium
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Figure 3.2: Exemplar Fuzzy inference systems for soft data report as: “target is certainly
extremely agile”
and very high respectively. The value reported for RCL affects the membership function
of the output values Cmm′ . As the certainty level increases, the membership functions get
narrower.
Figure 3.2 show the Fuzzy inference systems for two cases in which the soft data is
reported as “target is certainly extremely agile” (3.2). The membership functions of the
output are defined based on the value reported for the RCL. As shown in Figure 3.2, the
membership functions are narrower and have less overlap to reflect a higher certainty level
of the report; whereas, in the case of a less certain report, they are wider and have more
overlap.
The rules of the FIS are adapted based on the value reported for the RAL. Table 3.1
(which corresponds to Figure 3.3) demonstrates a set of rules defined for two different
RALs. The rules in this table are defined when the RAL is “extremely”. Also, Figure
3.2 corresponds to the Fuzzy rules presented in Table 3.1, with the inputs (ECW is low)
and (SAD is low). The discussion presented in next section elaborates on how the Fuzzy
rules for each Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) are adapted to achieve the desired constrained
filtering behaviour. Figures 3.3 to 3.6 show the effect of soft data report’s certainty level
on the output constraint (shown as c on z-axes in the figure). These figures demonstrate
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Figure 3.3: The effect of soft data report’s certainty level on Fuzzy inference system, with
soft data report as: “target is certainly extremely agile”
Figure 3.4: The effect of soft data report’s certainty level on Fuzzy inference system, with
soft data report as: “target is perhaps extremely agile”
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Figure 3.5: The effect of soft data report’s certainty level on Fuzzy inference system, with
soft data report as: “target is certainly marginally agile”
Figure 3.6: The effect of soft data report’s certainty level on Fuzzy inference system, with
soft data report as: “target is perhaps marginally agile”
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different outputs (z-axis) resulted based on different input values SAD (y-axis) and ECW
(x-axis).
3.2.2 Soft Data Fusion
Incorporating Soft Data As Dynamic Constraints
Algorithm 2 in Table 3.2 depicts the pseudocode of the proposed Soft-Data-Constrained
Multi-Model Particle Filter (SDC MMPF).
The algorithm starts with step 1, which consists of the uniform initialization of the
particle clouds; that is, each of the possible target modes is represented by the same number
of particles, N
M
. Each particle having the same weight computed as 1
N
, in which, N and M
are the total number of the particles and the number of target modes, respectively. Our
contributions reside in step 2, the mode prediction step. The generic MMPF prediction
aims at simulating the target mode transition probabilities dictated by matrix Π. Due to
the stochastic nature of this process, the predictions of MMPF are always slightly different
from those that result from Π.
For agile targets, the higher the agility level, the less the likelihood of the next target
mode being the same as the mode predicted by Π. Accordingly, our main objective is
to reinforce the aforementioned stochastic difference, if the target is reported to be agile
and vice versa; that is, discouraging this difference for targets with no/marginal agility.
To achieve this goal, in step 2.1, particles are clustered based on their current mode.
The next target mode, rt, is predicted using the previous mode, rt−1, along with the
transition matrix, Π in step 2.2.a. At the same time, next target mode, r∗t is predicted
using rt−1 along with the regular MMPF in step 2.2.b. Next, the difference between these
two particle clouds, i.e., rt and r
∗
t , is calculated using KLD measure in step 2.2.c, followed
by normalizing this value in step 2.2.d.
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Table 3.2: Algorithm 2: SDCMMPF
[{ynt , wnt }Nn=1] =SDCMMPF [{ynt−1, wnt−1}Nn=1, zt, SD]
Step 1: Initialization of the particles
Step 2: Mode prediction
2.1 Cluster the input particle cloud into M particle clouds, PCm: m = 1, ...,M
2.2 For PCm : m = 1, ...,M (Figure 3.7):
a. Predict r∗t using transition probability matrix Π
b. Predict rt using the generic MMPF
c. Compute KLDs
d. Normalization
2.3 Model given soft data (Figure 3.1)
a. Define rules based on RAL
b. Model membership functions for the outputs Cm,m′ based on RCL
2.4 For each of the particle clouds PCm : m = 1, ...,M :
a. Further cluster the cloud into PCm,m′ : m
′ = 1, ...,M
b. For PCm,m′ : m
′ = 1, ...,M
i. Select FIS based on given RAL & RCL
ii. Cm,m′ = FIS(ECW,SAD) ECW α KLD & SAD α pim,m′
iii. Apply Cm,m′ to the respective particles
Step 3: State prediction
Step 4: Updating
Step 5: Resampling
Step 6: Go to step 2
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Figure 3.7: KLD measure calculation procedure including: predicting clusters using both
MMPF & Π and computing KLD between the two predicted clusters
The KLD measure between the two distributions which are predicted by transition prob-
ability matrix and the MMPF is calculated as shown in Figure 3.7 using KLD measure
[116]. Consider two distributions p and q and let the two sets {X1, ..., Xn} and {Y1, ..., Ym}
be i.i.d samples drawn independently from the p and q, respectively. In [117], an asymp-
totically unbiased and mean-square consistent estimator DˆKL(p, q) of DKL(p, q), based on
the k-Nearest Neighbor (NN) density estimation [118], is defined as in the following:
In step 2.3, soft data is modeled using a Fuzzy inference system as discussed in the
previous sub-section. One of the FISs is selected based on the RCL and RAL of the human
report in step 2.3.a, and then ECW along with the SAD are the input to the selected FIS,
shown in step 2.3.b. As shown in step 2.4, each of the particle clouds PCm,m = 1, ...,M
are further clustered into M sub-clusters at step 2.4.a. The constraint weights Cm,m′ are
calculated in step 2.4.b as follows: If the target agility level, which is input by the user, is
high and the estimation of the target location is close to that predicted by the transition
probability matrix, i.e, a small KLD measure, then the particles that follow the behavior
defined by Π should get low weights and gradually disappear. On the other hand, the rest
of the particles, which are not behaving similar to model Π, should get higher weights, in
order to duplicate (survive) more in the resampling step. The soft-data-inspired dynamic
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constraints affect the particles’ weights before the resampling step, i.e., the weights are
imposed in PF onto prior particles; therefore, the weighting of the particles is as follows:
wnt = w
n
t−1 p(z|x) Cm,m′ (3.1)
in which the constant weights Cm,m′ , defined as Cm,m′ = p(SD|x), are calculated in step
2.4.i of the algorithm. The following section presents the results of the experiments con-
ducted to compare the performance of the proposed method with the generic MMPF.
3.3 Single Target Tracking Experiments
Three categories of experiments have been conducted. The first category evaluated the
effect of human-agent reports on different target-agility levels as shown in Figures 3.8 to
3.13 and is discussed in Section 5.2.2. In the second category, the aim was to measure the
impact of the level of uncertainty in these human-agent reports as shown in Figures 3.14
to 3.17 and is discussed in Section 5.2.3. The third category was conducted to show the
robustness of the proposed method with respect to the varying agility levels, the results
are shown in Figures 3.18 to 3.19 and are discussed in Section 5.2.4.
3.3.1 Experiments
The baseline used to assess the experimental results achieved by the proposed method is the
generic MMPF, and the metric for evaluating the performance is the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) between the estimated and the original target trajectories. In the experiments, the
transition probability matrix, Π, was used and is defined as follows:
Π =
0.05 0.15 0.80.8 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.8 0.1

The following modes indicate the behavior of a target: mode 1, moving straight East;
mode 2, moving straight South East (SE); and finally, mode 3, moving North East (NE).
For instance, to transit from mode 3 to mode 2, the target turns −90o and continues
moving straight. Based on the transition matrix, when a target is at mode 1, it will most
probably transit next to mode 3, and so on. Each target has periodic behavior with three
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maneuvers per period. In order to simulate medium agility, 1 or 2 (out of 3) maneuvers
do not take place according to Π. When there is a high level of agility, no maneuvers take
place according to Π. For example, as shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.16, the target is at
mode 1 and remains at that mode.
3.3.2 Category I: Impact of Target Agility Level
In this category of experiments, three different scenarios were designed and performed and
reported on by a human agent. In scenario I.a, shown in Figure 3.8, the report was “robot
is certainly marginally/not agile.” In scenario I.b, shown in Figure 3.10, the report was
“robot is certainly highly agile,” and the target was tasked to periodically maneuver as
follows:
mode1 −→ mode2
mode2 −→ mode1
Finally, in scenario I.c, shown is Figure 3.12, the report was “robot is certainly extremely
agile” and the target was tasked to maneuver as follows:
mode1 −→ mode1
As shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.11, the proposed method improves tracking performance
for both medium and no agility. In the case of an extremely agile target, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.12, regular MMPF cannot track the target. However, using soft data, the proposed
method assigns higher weights to those particles that do not follow the maneuver charac-
teristics defined by matrix Π, and assigns lower weights to the rest. The particles assigned
higher weights will obtain even higher weights in the updating step, as they represent a
target state more agreeable with the measurements. Consequently, in the resampling step,
they survive and regenerate more; therefore, the estimation improves after some iterations.
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Figure 3.8: True & estimated target trajectory for scenario I.a
Figure 3.9: Performance comparison: low agile target & highly certain SD
Figure 3.10: True & estimated target trajectory for scenario I.b
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Figure 3.11: Performance comparison: agile target & highly certain SD
Figure 3.12: True & estimated target trajectory for scenario I.c
Figure 3.13: Performance comparison: highly agile target & highly certain SD
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3.3.3 Category II: Impact of SD Certainty Level & Soft Data
Certainty Level
In this set of experiments, the aim was to assess the effect of a human agent’s level of
uncertainty on estimation accuracy. Figures 3.14 to 3.17 show the results in which the
human agent’s uncertainty regarding the report was high. In the first scenario, the report
was “robot is perhaps highly agile,” and in the second one, the report was “robot is perhaps
extremely agile.” As shown in Figures 3.14 to 3.17, when the certainty of the report given
by the human agent was low; the estimation was not as accurate as the results obtained in
the previous category, in which the user reported the agility level of the target with higher
certainty.
Figure 3.14: True & estimated target trajectory for scenario II.a
Figure 3.15: Performance comparison: agile target & uncertain SD
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Figure 3.16: True & estimated target trajectory for scenario II.b
Figure 3.17: Performance comparison: highly agile target & uncertain SD
3.3.4 Category III: Impact of Varying Target Agility Level
In this experiment, the aim was to examine the robustness of the proposed method to
varying agility levels, which is the most realistic case in practice. In this case, the target first
maneuvers based on the characteristics defined by matrix Π, and after some time, it may
start to deviate. Thus, the level of agility increases as time goes by. In this scenario, the
report was given according to the situation of the target observed by the agent. The target
was maneuvering without agility at the beginning, and after some iterations, it moved with
a medium level of agility; it then continued with a high level of agility. Figure 3.18 shows
the true and the estimated target trajectories based on MMPF and the proposed method.
As shown, the proposed method can track a target while it is switching its behavior from
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not agile to highly agile; however, MMPF fails to track the target precisely and gets lost
when the agility level becomes high. Figure 3.19 shows the performance comparison for
the last scenario. The SD certainty level increases in this experiment, e.g. when target’s
behaviour is more agile the certainty level of SD increases. As shown in this figure in time
t = 900 the target agility changes to be highly agile and at the same time the SD certainty
level increases to be highly certain, consequently the MSE is lower in comparison with the
case in which the target’s agility level is medium and the SD certainty level is medium as
well (t=450 to t=900).
Figure 3.18: True & estimated target trajectory with varying agility levels
Figure 3.19: Performance comparison
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3.4 Summary
This chapter highlighted the fact that soft data can provide important and necessary
information for the estimation process. In order to use this high level information in
the fusion process, different factors are studied and considered. Among the steps are
how to gather this data, how to model it, and how to assign the uncertainty associated
with it. The experimental results demonstrated the capability of the proposed method
to significantly outperform the conventional MMPF when applied to various agile target-
tracking scenarios. In particular, the conventional MMPF method is shown to diverge when
applied to highly agile targets. In comparison, the proposed method is capable of tracking
highly agile targets when provided with appropriate soft data. In the next chapter, the
proposed distributed framework of the SDC MMPF is introduced and discussed.
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Chapter 4
Distributed Soft-Data-Constrained
Multi-Model Particle Filtering
4.1 Introduction
The problem of non-linear state estimation is an active field of research in sensor networks
and data fusion research communities. The traditional centralized methods provide a
flexible and powerful framework to solve this problem. However, they assume a fully
connected network topology and require global communication among all sensor nodes,
thus, suffer from issues such as a single point of failure, complexity and inflexibility of the
routing data to a fusion center, high power consumption due to long-range communications,
and inability to operate in partially connected networks. These known issues make them
inapplicable to real-world applications involving sensor networks comprised of large number
of sensor nodes. On the other hand, fully distributed solutions to this problem, which
require each node to be merely aware of its neighbors and local communication among
neighbouring nodes, have attracted researchers’ attention in the past few years [1, 6, 7].
They provide an appealing alternative by improving upon the reliability, scalability, and
ease of deployment of non-linear state estimation methods.
In Centralized Particle Filtering (CPF) approaches [65, 66], each node uses a local PF
to estimate a local posterior using its measurement(s), and its estimate is then transmitted
to a Fusion Center (FC). The FC then computes the global posterior and the global state
estimate. FC-based DPFs are useful when the final estimate needs to be available only at
a single central location; however, in the proposed method, the final estimate is available
at every node at any time in the process. The communication requirements can be reduced
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by using approximate representations of the local posteriors, such as Gaussian representa-
tions [65] or histograms [119], transmitted from the sensor nodes to the FC. This way of
communicating the parameters of the local posterior is also used among the neighbours in
the proposed approach, in which the posterior at each node is the global posterior reflecting
the current and the past measurements of all nodes.
Communicating particles among the nodes is costly; some works in the literature pro-
pose communicating certain selected particles over to the neighbouring nodes [120], such as
the ones with the highest weights [121] in order to reduce the computational cost. However,
the process of selecting the particles to transfer might be challenging and could reduce the
ability to communicate sufficient information through the network. Alternatively, one can
approximate the local particle cloud at each sensor node with a single or a mixture of
Gaussians. This approach has the advantage of significantly reducing the communication
cost involved in exchanging local estimates among nodes, which is required by distributed
data aggregation schemes. As discussed by Gu et al. [122], the nodes sample their particles
at each iteration from the aggregated global estimate.
A distributed non-linear estimation method based on Soft-Data-Constrained Multi-
Model Particle Filtering (SDC MMPF) and applicable to a number of distributed state
estimation problems is proposed. To make the MMPF work in a distributed manner, a
Gaussian approximation of the particle cloud obtained at each sensor node and a Consensus
Propagation (CP) based distributed data aggregation scheme are used to dynamically re-
weight the particles’ weights. The constraints are enforced by adjusting particles’ weights
and assigning a higher mass to those closer to the global estimate represented by the
nodes in the entire sensor network after each communication step. Each sensor node
experiences gradual change; i.e., if a noise occurs in the system, the node, its neighbours,
and consequently the overall network are less affected than with other approaches, and
thus recover faster.
The main contribution of the proposed framework is to further develop our former
algorithm to enable it to deal with distributed tracking scenarios, which has been moti-
vated by recent trend in distributed data fusion schemes. In SDC MMPF the coefficients
are computed based on only soft data, using a Fuzzy inference system; whereas, in the
proposed distributed approach, these coefficients are influenced by both soft data and a
likelihood function. The distance between the particle cloud at each sensor node and an
aggregated global estimate are calculated and then a likelihood function is used to assign
higher weights to the particles that are closer to the global Gaussian, and vice versa. The
underlying distributed data aggregation scheme deployed is the consensus propagation al-
gorithm [8]. Consensus prorogation is a solution for consensus problem in networks which is
originally studied in control literature and has been applied to problem such as distributed
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coordination in multi-agent systems [123]. This procedure is repeated iteratively to allow
information sharing among neighbouring nodes, and consequently the whole network, with
the objective of diverting particle clouds of all sensor nodes towards the global aggregate.
4.2 Distributed Particle Filtering
The literature offers some designs that use distributed Bayes filters in sensor networks,
either in a centralized or a distributed manner. In the first category, all the nodes send
their information to a base station (center-based fusion) [65, 66] that performs all calcu-
lations and sends the final estimation back to all nodes in the network. This approach
requires extensive communication and is very costly. Huge numbers of communications
require a large amount of energy and offer a possible failure point at the central node. To
overcome these issues, distributed strategies are an alternative providing a more general
and robust solution, with fewer communications and the possibility of parallel processing
[67, 68, 69, 70]. Decentralized Kalman filtering [124] has been proposed for a decentral-
ized control problem, in which the network is fully connected. The same assumption is
used in [125]. In [71], the Kalman filtering iterations are parallelized over a set of sensors;
however, it still requires a fusion center to combine the estimates. Distributed particle fil-
tering approaches are more effective for large-scale, nonlinear and non-Gaussian distributed
estimation problems [72, 73].
Based on the type of data communicated between nodes, Distributed Particle Filter-
ing (DPF) is classified into two types [74, 126]: statistical dissemination-based, in which
processed data is exchanged between nodes [76, 127, 77], and measurement dissemination-
based, in which raw measurements are exchanged [78], [79]. Different statistic dissemination-
based methods exist, varying in their scheduling and communication topology. The pro-
posed method lies in the category of statistics dissemination-based methods, and the com-
munication among nodes is consensus-based, which means that all nodes in the network
process the data simultaneously [80], [81].
The distributed state estimation methods mainly rely on distributed data aggrega-
tion schemes as their underlying enabling technology. The most common distributed data
aggregation schemes are gossip-based consensus filters [84], message passing (belief prop-
agation) algorithms [85], and data diffusion processes [86]. A distributed consensus filter
is proposed in [81] where each sensor can communicate with the neighboring sensors, and
only a small fraction of sensors need to measure the target information, with which the
whole network can be controlled.
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Each of these algorithmic categories has its own benefits and drawbacks. Additionally,
a few hybrid approaches aim at providing a framework for developing algorithms based
on existing methods and try to minimize their inherent restrictions as much as possible.
Consensus algorithms are used for distributed computations [87, 80]. According to the
context, consensus means a global agreement on some quantity that depends on the data
of all nodes [74]. The underlying distributed data aggregation scheme deployed for the
proposed method is the consensus propagation algorithm [8], which is a hybrid of Consensus
Filtering (CF) and belief propagation methodologies.
CP is derived based on a simple yet elegant observation and is thus easy to expand
and implement. Furthermore, it has been proven to converge, even when performed asyn-
chronously, with the convergence time scaling gracefully with respect to a network’s size
[8]. The data (messages) sent to each of the neighbouring sensor nodes are specific to
that node, despite CF in which messages are broadcast to all neighbours at each iteration.
Moreover, using CP, the messages sent to neighbours contain the latest estimate of the
desired parameter as well as the number of sensor nodes contributing to that estimation.
On the other hand, similar to the CF approach, CP is a distributed protocol for averaging;
i.e., it allows each node to obtain an estimate of the global average in a network while
requiring information exchange among local (neighbouring) nodes.
CP is different from the diffusion strategies for distributed filtering [128] as the former is
an iterative approach, i.e., it requires information exchange among neighbouring nodes until
convergence, while the latter does not require more than one iteration to yield the global
average every time. Although selecting the optimal weights for the diffusion approach can
be challenging and requires solving an optimization problem in real-time, as shown in [129]
and [130]. Recently, some diffusion protocols have been proposed that do not require one
to select optimal diffusion weights [131, 132].
4.2.1 Gaussian Particle Filter
This section briefly describes the Gaussian filtering process that is deployed to fit a Gaus-
sian or a mixture of Gaussians to a particle cloud. Some of the existing methods proposed
for this step include using Expectation-Maximization (EM) [133], [134], [135] and K-means
clustering. In the proposed method a Gaussian particle filtering technique described in [160]
is adopted to fit a Gaussian to the local particle clouds as follows:
µt =
1
N
N∑
n=1
wnt x
n
t (4.1)
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Table 4.1: Algorithm 3: Distributed SDC MMPF
For sensor node s=1:S
Step 1: Perform SDC MMPF [104]
Step 2: Fit Gaussian to the local particle cloud
E
local(s)
t =
1
N
∑N
n=1w
n
s x
n
s∑s
t =
1
N
∑N
n=1w
n
s (E
local(s)
t − xns )(Elocal(s)t − xns )>
Step 3: Local message exchange between nodes i and j
For r=1:R
E
global(j)
t =
E
local(j)
t +
∑
i∈N(j)M
ij
t K
ij
t
1+
∑
i∈N(j)K
ij
t
M ijt =
E
local(i)
t +
∑
l∈N(i)\jM
li
t−1K
li
t−1
1+
∑
l∈N(i)\j K
li
t−1
Kijt =
1+
∑
l∈N(i)\j K
li
t−1
1+ 1
γ
(1+
∑
l∈N(i)\j K
li
t−1)
Step 4: For n = 1 : N (reweight local particle cloud w.r.t.
E
global(s)
t )
dns =
∥∥∥xns − Eglobal(s)t ∥∥∥
L(xns ) = p(xns |Eglobal(s)t ) = e{
−dns
−dns+β }
αns = L(xns )
{wni = wni × αni }Nn=1
Resampling
Step 5: Go to step 1
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Σt =
1
N
N∑
n=1
wnt (µt − xnt )(µt − xnt )> (4.2)
in which N is the number of particles and µ and Σ are the mean and the variance of the
Gaussian, respectively,. The above approach can be extended to enable fitting a mixture
of Gaussians to a particle cloud as follows:
µ̂t =
G∑
i=1
witµ
i
t (4.3)
Σ̂t =
G∑
i=1
wit(Σ
i
t + (µ̂t − µit)(µ̂t − µit)>) (4.4)
In (4.3) and (4.4), G represents the number of mixands used. In (4.1) and (4.2), wnt
defines the weight of each particle n at time t and in (4.3) and (4.4), wit defines the weight
of each mixand at time t. µ̂ and Σ̂ are used to define the overall average estimation and
its uncertainty (variance), respectively. Some of the major difficulties of this process are
highlighted next. Choosing the number of Gaussians is challenging, especially if there
is severe nonlinearilty in the model. Collapsing of the mixands can occur, and when it
happens, the posterior distribution must be re-expressed as a Gaussian Mixture having
small covariances. The covariance of the mixands grows especially when the covariance of
the process noise is larger than the covariance of the mixands [137]. The parameters of the
Gaussian Mixture Model are exchanged between the neighbour sensor nodes, in which for
every node, s = {1, ..., S}, Elocal(s)t = µt , i.e. the local estimation of node s and Σ is the
uncertainty of the estimation.
4.2.2 Distributed Aggregation Using Consensus Propagation
After the posterior of each node is approximated by a Gaussian, the aggregated global
estimate is calculated using Consensus Propagation (CP) by sharing the Gaussian approx-
imation parameters among the neighbouring nodes.
In this protocol, if a node communicates to a neighbouring node at time t, it transmits
a message consisting of M li and K li which denote the values associated with the most
recently transmitted message from l to i at or before time t and the number of nodes
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Figure 4.1: Updating weights based on likelihood function (Algorithm 3: Step4).
contributing to that estimation process respectively. At each time t, node i has stored
in memory the most recent message from each neighbor: M li, K li, l ∈ N(i). If at time t,
node i chooses to communicate with a neighboring node j, it constructs a new message
that is a function of the set of most recent messages M li, K li, l ∈ N(i) \ j received from
all neighbors other than j, N(i) indicated all node’s i neighbouring nodes. Figure 4.2
illustrates the procedure of the message exchange between nodes i and j.
M ij is a message from the nodes that are within a certain distance from node i, and
Kij is the cardinality of this set, i.e., the number of nodes involved in this estimation. This
information, along with the local estimate E
local(j)
t , are used to update the global estimate
E
global(j)
t of the desired parameter:
E
global(j)
t =
E
local(j)
t +
∑
i∈N(j) M
ij
t K
ij
t
1 +
∑
i∈N(j) K
ij
t
(4.5)
in which, M ijt and K
ij
t are calculated as follows:
M ijt =
E
local(i)
t +
∑
l∈N(i)\jM
li
t−1K
li
t−1
1 +
∑
l∈N(i)\jK
li
t−1
(4.6)
Kijt =
1 +
∑
l∈N(i)\jK
li
t−1
1 + 1
γ
(1 +
∑
l∈N(i)\jK
li
t−1)
(4.7)
In (4.7) γ > 0 is a constant used to control the attenuation level of the CP. The intuition
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Figure 4.2: Distributed computation of global estimate using CP.
behind this attenuation process is to avoid the unbounded growth of K in sensor networks
with cycles. It is easy to see that the larger the K and smaller the γ, the stronger the
attenuation process would be. The convergence properties of this approach are proven and
discussed in detail in [112]. At every node, the global Gaussian mean and its covariance
are calculated by sharing the information as shown in equations (4.5) to (4.7). This global
Gaussian is then used to infer the constraints, which are then enforced to update the
particles’ weights.
The CP algorithm is an iterative approach and in our experiments CP has been per-
formed multiple times between measurement arrivals to reach consensus and obtain an
estimate of the aggregated global estimate for all sensor nodes. However, the consensus
among particle clouds of all sensor nodes is still achieved over time by adjusting the particle
weights of each sensor node based on the likelihood function.
4.2.3 Enforcing Constraints Based on Global Aggregate
In most state-of-the-art DPF approaches, the aim is to approximate the aggregated global
estimate to draw the samples directly from it for each sensor at each iteration. Therefore,
after sharing the information, once the global posterior is achieved, each node draws new
samples randomly from the global posterior. For instance, in some approaches, at each
iteration, nodes sample their particles from the estimated Gaussian Mixtures (GM). In
[134] an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is deployed to estimate the Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). Most work in this category follows the same principle of fitting
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Figure 4.3: Sensor network topology used for the experiments.
a Gaussian to the particle cloud and then sampling from the aggregated global estimate
distribution [138], [139], [140]; however, in the proposed approach, this global posterior is
used to calculate the constraints and apply them to particle clouds at each sensor node.
In the proposed approach, the aim is to infer the constraints based on the distance of
the local particles to the aggregated global estimate and to use this distance to re-weight
the particles accordingly, instead of generating a new set of particles at each iteration.
A likelihood function (4.9) is used to assign higher weights to the particles that are
closer to the global Gaussian, and vice versa. This procedure of updating weights occurs
after the updating step of the PF algorithm, and before the resampling step. Therefore,
after the resampling step, each node has a new population of particles that has the posterior
distribution representing an estimate closer to that for the rest of the neighbouring nodes,
and at the same time, closer to the global estimation. The distance is calculated as follows,
{dns =
∥∥∥xns − Eglobal(s)t ∥∥∥}Nn=1 (4.8)
and the likelihood function is computed as below:
L(xns ) = p(xns |Eglobal(s)) = e{
−dns
−dns+β }
N
n=1 (4.9)
αns = L(xns ) (4.10)
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In the next step, the constraints are applied to the particles’ weights:
{wns = wns × αns }Nn=1 (4.11)
In these equations, N is the total number of particles in each particle cloud, xns is the
estimation of the nth particle of sensor node (s) regarding target location and wns is the
weight of the nth particle. E
global(s)
t is the parameter that is obtained using CP for node
s, β denotes the maximum possible distance between each particle and E
global(s)
t (which
depends on the environment and is calculated as β = Max(dns )
N
n=1). In the next step, the
constraints are applied to the particles’ weights. Using the likelihood function shown in
(4.9), the particles’ weights are updated based on the global information of the network.
After weight update in step 4 of Algorithm 3, the particle set may not be properly weighted,
i.e., the summation of the weights might not be equal to one; however, a resampling step
after this step makes sure this issue is resolved. The complete procedure of this step
is presented in Figure 4.1. Algorithm 3 shows the complete procedure of the proposed
method, in which S is the total number of nodes in the network.
4.3 Single Target Tracking Experiments in Distributed
SDC MMPF
4.3.1 Experiments
The network for the experiments consists of nine nodes, as shown in Figure 4.3 each node
communicates only with its neighbouring nodes, as shown by the links. Three categories
of experiments have been conducted. The first examines the effect of noisy measurements
on tracking convergence properties. The second evaluates the tracking performance with
respect to the number of particles used. The third studies the effect of incorrect soft data
on tracking performance. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the Average RMSE
(ARMSE) are deployed as the performance metrics in the experiments.
Figure 4.6 has been deployed to show the Average RMSE and its variance for all the
nodes in the network, as calculated in equations 4.13 and 4.14, respectively.
RMSEst =
√∑N
n=1(x
true
t − xˆnt )(xtruet − xˆnt )>
N
(4.12)
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ARMSEt =
∑S
s=1 RMSE
s
t
S
(4.13)
ΣRMSE =
√∑S
s=1(RMSE
s
t − ARMSEt)2
S
(4.14)
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSEst ) for each node s at time t is evaluated using
equation 4.12, where xtruet is the true location of the target at time t and xˆ
s
t is the estimation
of the nth particle. The average of the estimations over all of the nodes in the network at
time t (ARMSEt) is calculated as shown in (4.13), in which S indicates the total number
of nodes. Equation 4.14 depicts the variance (uncertainty) of the overall estimation of the
network and is evaluated by averaging the difference of all nodes’ RMSE and the average
error of the network.
Two methods, a distributed particle filter methodology, referred to as Baseline Dis-
tributed Particle Filtering (B-DPF), and Centralized Particle Filtering (CPF), are used as
baselines. In the former, as discussed by Gu et al. [122], the nodes sample their particles
at each iteration from the aggregated global estimate. In the latter, a central processing
unit, referred to as a fusion center, is deployed. The local posterior estimated by each node
is then sent to the fusion center to compute the global posterior.
The test scenarios in the first two categories are performed to examine the effect of the
additive noise on a noisy node’s estimation as well as that of its immediate neighbours.
4.3.2 Category I: Effect of the Additive Transient Noise on the
Sensor Node
Figure 4.4 depicts the experimental results of a test scenario wherein a white Gaussian
random noise is added to the observation measurements of one of the sensor nodes, i.e.,
S6. The additive noise is applied for a predefined time interval; i.e., in the total number
of iterations, which is 250, the additive noise is only applied between iterations 150 to
200. As shown in Figure 4.4, once the noise is introduced, none of the examined methods
can estimate the true target trajectory precisely. However, although all three methods
gradually recover, the proposed method recovers faster, as shown in Figure 4.5. This fact
can be attributed to the underlying sampling mechanism used by each method.
Using the B-DPF method, the data exchange is more explicit, as each sensor obtains its
particle cloud by directly sampling from the aggregated global estimate. On the other hand,
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the proposed method (P-DPF) recovers faster because the aforementioned implicit data
exchange mechanism restricts the influence of the noisy measurements on the neighbouring
nodes, and S6’s estimation improves over time, reaching consensus with its neighbouring
nodes. Figure 4.6 depicts the overall performance of the network over time. As shown,
the proposed approach achieves convergence to a progressively more accurate estimate over
time, as demonstrated by the increasingly smaller RMSE mean (ARMSE) and variance over
time. Moreover, as expected the overall performance is slightly deteriorated by introducing
the transient noise, but recovers fairly rapidly as soon as noise is no longer present. Figures
4.6, 4.9 and 4.12 all represent the RMSE variance considering the estimate from all nodes
in the entire network.
Figure 4.4: Experimental results obtained for the test scenario in which a white Gaussian
random noise is added to the observation measurements of one of the sensor nodes for a
predefined time interval: a) Ground truth (GT)
Figure 4.5: Performance comparison for the noisy node
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Figure 4.6: Overall network performance
4.3.3 Category II: Effect of the Noisy Neighbours on the Sensor
Node
Figure 4.7 depicts the true and the estimated target trajectories for, S4, an immediate
neighbour of the noisy sensor nodes (S3, S5, S6). A comparison of ARMSE obtained over
time is shown in Figure 4.8. The results illustrate that compared to the baseline method
B-DPF, using the proposed method, the immediate sensor node’s estimation is less affected
by the noisy measurements.
Using the proposed method, the particles’ weights are affected by the implicit data
exchange; i.e., each node keeps its particle population and just updates their weights based
on the aggregated global estimate. Therefore, the effect of the noisy measurements on
neighbouring sensor nodes is alleviated and overall network experiences a gradual change.
In contrast, using the B-DPF, each neighbouring sensor node directly samples its particle
population from the global aggregate, which is explicitly affected by the noisy measurement.
Figure 4.9 depicts the overall performance of the network over time, which essentially
represents the same trend as that of previous experiment shown in Figure 4.6. However,
slightly larger RMSE mean and variance are obtained over time, which could be attributed
to having a larger number of noisy sensor nodes.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental results to study the effect of noise on an immediate neighbour of
the noisy sensor nodes: a) Ground truth
Figure 4.8: Performance Comparison for the neighbouring node
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Figure 4.9: Overall network performance
4.3.4 Category III: Robustness to Incorrect Soft Data
This section, evaluates the proposed method’s efficiency in dealing with erroneous soft data.
In distributed case, the node receiving the incorrect soft data can enhance its estimation by
communicating with its neighbouring nodes and taking advantage of their valid soft data to
calculate constraints and applying them to its particle cloud. The target is highly agile in
this case, and the soft data report for the faulty sensor node, i.e. S6, is “robot is certainly
low agile”, which is invalid regarding the aforementioned target dynamics. However, the
report provided to the neighbouring sensor nodes is “robot is certainly highly agile”, which
truly describes the target dynamics.
In this case, as there is no other distributed approach based on particle filtering that
incorporates soft data to refine the estimation process, the scenario wherein the faulty
sensor node’s neighbours are not supplied with any soft data report is considered as the
baseline, i.e., only a single node (SN) is provided with incorrect soft data. Figure 4.10
depicts the true and the estimated target trajectories for this test scenario. A comparison
of the obtained RMSE is shown in Figure 4.11. The results demonstrate the ability of the
proposed method to yield fairly accurate tracking results, whereas in the baseline case, the
filter diverges over time. In this case node S6 does not diverge but the overall performance
of the network is affected by the continuous incorrect soft data received by node S6 as
shown in Figure 4.12.
As mentioned, the proposed method operates by enforcing the constraints, which are
in turn based on the global aggregate. In the baseline case, there is no correct soft data
report regarding the existence of target agility, and thus, all particle clouds and hence their
global aggregate will be corrupted. Accordingly, the filtering process diverges over time.
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On the other hand, using the proposed method, the corrupted particle cloud of the faulty
sensor node is aggregated with those of its neighbouring sensor nodes, which are accurate.
Therefore, as shown by Figure 4.12 the proposed method is capable of avoiding divergence
while providing acceptable level of tracking accuracy over time.
Figure 4.10: Experimental results for evaluating the efficiency of the proposed method
in terms of dealing with erroneous soft data: a) Ground truth (GT) & estimated target
trajectory
Figure 4.11: Performance Comparison for incorrect-soft-data test scenario
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Figure 4.12: Overall network performance
4.3.5 Category IV: Performance Evaluation Based on Number
of Particles
Figure 4.13: Performance vs. number of particles
The accuracy of the approximation is directly proportional to the size of the particle set
N ; increasing the total number of particles increases the accuracy of the approximation,
but also increases the computational cost. In other words, the number of particles, N , is a
trade-off between the accuracy and the computational resources. Therefore, being able to
achieve the same performance using a smaller number of particles is highly advantageous
when using particle-based approaches.
Figure 4.13 compares the performances of the proposed method and the baseline method
B-DPF in terms of the number of particles used. Using the proposed method, all the nodes
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receive the report “robot is certainly low agile”, which is a correct soft-data report regarding
the agility level of the target. As shown, for both methods, a higher number of particles
results in more-accurate tracking estimation. However, using the same number of particles,
the proposed method consistently yields a lower ARMSE, over time. ARMSE in this case
represents the average RMSE over the entire network and iterations. In particular, the
performance gain is exponential before a certain threshold, which is about 400 particles
in our experiments, but becomes less pronounced once the number of particles passes
that threshold. More experiments can be done as an extension to evaluate the effective
number of particles which is required and to evaluate the number of particles for which the
performance of both approaches get closer.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter a distributed framework for the proposed method was discussed and ex-
periments involving a single target tracking scenario in a distributed sensor network were
carried out. Robustness to noisy sensor measurements was evaluated in two different
categories: evaluating the effect of the additive transient noise on the sensor node and
evaluating the effect of the noisy neighbours on the sensor’s estimation. The third cat-
egory of experiments presented the robustness of the proposed method to incorrect soft
data. The proposed method is a sampling-based approach; therefore, the forth category of
experiments demonstrated the performance evaluation of the proposed technique based on
different numbers of particles. The proposed method can recover from failure situations
and is robust to noise through communication with neighbouring nodes; keeping the same
population of particles and updates their weight using the constraints inferred from the
aggregated global estimate.
In a distributed framework, it is often considered that all of the sources are sharing their
information with a same reliability; however, in the next chapter we discuss the importance
of considering the sources’ reliability in a distributed framework and a novel technique is
proposed to tackle this issue.
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Chapter 5
A Source-Reliability-Adaptive
Distributed Soft-Data-Constrained
Multi-Model Particle Filter
5.1 Introduction
The main body of the literature on information fusion concerns with building an appropri-
ate uncertainty model without paying much attention to the related problem of reliability
of these models and fusion results [141]. The majority of fusion operators assume that
the models producing beliefs are equally reliable and play a symmetrical role in the fu-
sion process. However, in reality different models may have different reliability and it is
necessary to account for this fact in order to avoid decrease in the performance of fusion
results and estimation process. Most reliability modeling schemas are derived from neigh-
borhood information according to a distance metric [142, 143] or to likelihood functions
[144, 145, 146]. Either an inappropriate choice of distance metric or a poor estimation of
the likelihood function can lead to an inadequate belief model and, consequently unreliable
beliefs being combined [141]. When combining information provided by many sources, the
range and the limitations of the belief model used for each source should be taken into con-
sideration. The most natural way to deal with this problem is to establish the reliability of
the beliefs computed within the framework of the model selected. This may be achieved by
using reliability coefficients, which introduce the second level of uncertainty and represent
a measure of the adequacy of the model used and the state of the environment observed.
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5.2 Accounting for Source Reliability in Information
Fusion
At least two approaches are used for defining reliability as a higher-order uncertainty,
i.e., uncertainty about uncertainty [147]. In one approach, reliability is understood as the
relative stability of the first order uncertainty. In this case, reliability is often measured
by the performance of each source, e.g., by the recognition or false alarm rates. The
other approach is based on measuring the accuracy of predicted beliefs; in which, the
reliability coefficients represent the adequacy of each belief model to the reality. The
value of reliability coefficients may be provided by external sources, modeled by utilizing
contextual information [148, 149], learned by using training data, as e.g., in a neural
network [143, 150], or constructed as a function of agreement between different sources or
sources and fusion results [151, 152].
One of the approaches to modeling source reliability is based on consensus among
various sources or a degree of consensus among sources and fusion results [141]. One
such method designed for target tracking [152] adaptively computes a deviation between
measurements of each sensor and the fusion result, then uses this deviation measure to
assess the degree of a source’s reliability. A different consensus-based method utilizes the
notion of inner trust introduced in [75]. Evaluation of inner trust is performed in two
steps. First, a pairwise likeliness of the sources is computed, and then the inner trust is
defined in such a way that a source is considered absolutely reliable if and only if there
is no contradiction with other sources, while a source in absolute contradiction has very
small reliability. The proposed approach evaluates the reliability of each source based on
consensus among a node and its neighbouring nodes.
The problem of source reliability is related to the problem of conflict. Indeed, the ex-
istence of conflict indicates the existence of at least one unreliable source. On the other
hand, unreliable sources might agree, and the absence of the conflict does not guarantee
the reliability of sources. So, in the unlikely case where the majority of nodes fail, and
there is also no conflict, detecting the unreliable sources becomes a very challenging prob-
lem. A potential solution to improve performance in such cases is to exploit any external
information that becomes available [151].
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5.2.1 Adaptive Distributed Soft-Data-Constrained Multi-Model
Particle Filtering
Relying on distributed SDCMMPF method [153] and a weighted variant of the consensus
propagation algorithm, a new approach for source-reliability-adaptive distributed estima-
tion using soft and hard data is proposed and discussed in this section [154]. In Centralized
Particle Filtering (CPF) approaches, each node uses a local PF to estimate a local posterior
using its measurement(s), and its estimate is then transmitted to a Fusion Center (FC).
The FC then computes the global posterior and the global state estimate. FC-based PFs
are useful when the final estimate needs to be available only at a single central location;
however, in the proposed method, the final estimate is available at every node at any time
during the fusion process.
Communicating particles among neighboring nodes is costly; some works in the liter-
ature propose communicating certain selected particles over to the neighbouring nodes,
such as the ones with the highest weights [121] in order to reduce the computational cost.
However, the process of selecting the particles to transfer might be challenging and reduce
the ability to communicate sufficient information through the network. Alternatively, one
can approximate the local particle cloud at each sensor node with a single or a mixture of
Gaussians. This approach has the advantage of significantly reducing the communication
cost involved in exchanging local estimates among nodes, which is required by distributed
data aggregation schemes.
Through iterative exchange of Gaussian representation of their local particle cloud,
obtained using the SDCMMPF [104] method at each time, according to the weighted
CP protocol, each node obtains an approximate of the global aggregated Gaussian. The
aggregation weight assigned to each node during weighted CP is computed iteratively and
reflects its estimated source reliability. Finally, the distance between the local particles
and the aggregated global estimate is calculated, and is then used by a likelihood function
to assign higher weights to the particles that are closer to the global Gaussian, and vice
versa [153]. This re-weighting algorithm is followed by a resampling step and is intended to
cause local particle clouds of sensor nodes to converge towards a global cloud. Algorithm
4 provides an overview of steps involved in the proposed approach, in which S is the total
number of nodes in the network. The following sections present a more detailed discussion
of the aforementioned steps.
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Table 5.1: Algorithm 4: Source-Reliability-Adaptive Distributed SDCMMPF
For sensor node s=1:S
Step 1: Perform SDCMMPF [104]
Step 2: Fit Gaussian to the local particle cloud [160], [137]
E
local(s)
t =
1
N
∑N
n=1w
n
s x
n
s∑s
t =
1
N
∑N
n=1w
n
s (E
local(s)
t − xns )(Elocal(s)t − xns )>
Step 3: For r=1:R (Apply weighted CP iteratively to obtain E
global(s)
t )
Step 3.1: Local message exchange between nodes i and j
E
global(j)
r =
cr(j)E
local(j)
t +
∑
i∈N(j)M
ij
r K
ij
r
1+
∑
i∈N(j)Kijr
M ijr =
cr−1(i)×Elocal(i)t +
∑
l∈N(i)\jM
li
r−1K
li
r−1
1+
∑
l∈N(i)\j K
li
r−1
Kijr =
cr−1(i)+
∑
l∈N(i)\j K
li
r−1
1+ 1
γ
(cr−1(i)+
∑
l∈N(i)\j K
li
r−1)
Step 3.2: Compute source-reliability coefficient
δr(s) = E
global(s)
r − Elocal(s)t
cr(s) = 1− δr(s)δrmax
Step 4: For n = 1 : N (reweight local particle cloud w.r.t. E
global(s)
t ) [153]
dns =
∥∥∥xns − Eglobal(s)t ∥∥∥
L(xns ) = p(xns |Eglobal(s)t ) = e{
−dns
−dns+β }
αns = L(xns )
{wni = wni × αni }Nn=1
Resampling
Step 5: Go to step 1
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5.2.2 Distributed Aggregation Using Weighted Consensus Prop-
agation
After the global estimate of each node is approximated, using its local estimate and that of
its neighbouring nodes, the difference between the node’s local estimation and the global
estimation of that node becomes the factors being used to infer its source reliability coeffi-
cient, i.e., aggregation weight. If this difference is high, the reliability of this node should
be low, and vise versa. The weights are then deployed in the next weighted consensus pro-
rogation iteration to account for the reliability of the nodes. In general, in CP protocol [8],
if a node communicates to a neighbouring node at time t, it transmits a message consisting
of M li and K li, which denote the values associated with the most recently transmitted
message from l to i, at or before time t, and the number of nodes contributing to that
estimation process, respectively.
At each time t, node i has stored, in its memory, the most recent message from each
neighbor: < M li, K li >, l ∈ N(i). N(i) denotes all neighbouring nodes of node i. If at
time t, node i chooses to communicate with a neighboring node j, it constructs a new
message that is a function of the set of most recent messages < M li, K li >, l ∈ N(i) \ j
received from all neighbors other than j. From a distributed aggregation standpoint, M ij
represents the average of the observations from the nodes that are within a certain distance
from node i, and Kij denotes the cardinality of this set, i.e., the number of nodes involved
in this estimation. The incoming neighboring node messages from previous round, along
with the current local estimate E
local(j)
t , are used at each sensor node j to iteratively update
its global estimate E
global(j)
r of the desired aggregated parameter at round r as follows:
Eglobal(j)r =
cr(j)E
local(j)
t +
∑
i∈N(j) M
ij
r K
ij
r
1 +
∑
i∈N(j)Kijr
(5.1)
where cr(j) denotes the source-reliability coefficient of node j at round r, and M
ij
r and
Kijr are calculated as follows:
M ijr =
cr−1(i)× Elocal(i)t +
∑
l∈N(i)\jM
li
r−1K
li
r−1
1 +
∑
l∈N(i)\jK
li
r−1
(5.2)
Kijr =
cr−1(i) +
∑
l∈N(i)\jK
li
r−1
1 + 1
γ
(cr−1(i) +
∑
l∈N(i)\jK
li
r−1)
(5.3)
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The parameter γ ≥ 0 in 5.3 is a constant used to control the attenuation level of the
CP. The intuition behind this attenuation process is to avoid the unbounded growth of K
in sensor networks with cycles. It is easy to see that the larger the K and smaller the γ, the
stronger the attenuation process would be. The convergence properties of this approach are
proven and discussed in detail in [8]. In our experiments CP has been performed multiple
times between measurement arrivals to reach consensus and obtain a global estimate for
all sensor nodes.
At each round of CP, the distance between the local estimation of node s, i.e., E
local(s)
t ,
and its most recent global estimate E
global(s)
r , which is derived from sharing the estimations
with its neighbouring nodes is used to calculate each node’s source-reliability coefficient
cr(s) as follows:
δr(s) = E
global(s)
r − Elocal(s)t (5.4)
cr(s) = 1− δr(s)
δr(max)
(5.5)
where δr(max) denotes the maximum possible difference between the local and global
estimate of the nodes.
5.3 Experiments for Evaluating the Source Reliability
in Information Fusion
In this section, a set of experiments are performed in order to evaluate the robustness of
the proposed method with respect to permanent noise. The baseline case in which the
sources are considered to be equally reliable, i.e., regular CP, is compared with the case in
which one of the nodes in the sensor network is noisy, either due to a faulty hard sensor or
a misleading soft data being reported, and the proposed adaptation scheme (weighted CP)
is deployed. The performance metric is the mean squared error (MSE) of target trajectory
obtained for the noisy sensor node in each case. Moreover, the average mean squared
error (AMSE) of target trajectories obtained for all sensor nodes in the network along with
its variance (uncertainty) are used to measure the overall convergence performance of the
proposed source-reliability-adaptive distributed tracking approach.
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5.3.1 Category I: Robustness to Noisy Hard Sensory Data
The purpose of this category of experiments is to examine the effect of the permanent noise
added to the data provided by a hard sensor of one of the sensor nodes in the network.
The target is tasked to be agile and all sensor nodes are being reported a valid soft data.
All hard sensor data are initially noise free. However, starting from iteration 120 a white
Gaussian noise is permanently added to the hard sensor of one of the sensor nodes in the
network.
In Figure 5.1, the tracking performance obtained for the noisy sensor node is compared
over time using both the baseline method, i.e., CP and the proposed method ,i.e., weighted
CP (WCP). As shown, using WCP the effect of the noisy hard sensory data is alleviated,
since the weights of its neighbouring sensor nodes are higher and its weight is lower, its
estimation gets closer to that of its neighbouring nodes. Furthermore, comparing the
network convergence performance results obtained using the CP and WCP are shown in
Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Figure 5.1 shows the RMSE and uncertainty of CP and
Weighte CP for the noisy sensor node and Figure 5.2 shows ARMSE and uncertainty of
WCP for the entire sensor network. The WCP is yielding a fairly superior performance,
in particular, in terms of lower variance (uncertainty) levels.
Using regular CP, all nodes share their information with their neighbouring nodes and
consequently with all nodes in the networks with same weight and it yields the overall
network performance to decrease as shown in Figure 5.1. However, when source reliability
is accounted for, the weight of the noisy node and its affected neighbours is decreased
for sharing information; therefore, the overall performance of the network is increased as
shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Target tracking performance comparison for sensor node with noisy hard sen-
sory data
Figure 5.2: ARMSE and uncertainty of CP for entire sensor network with noisy hard
sensory data
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5.3.2 Category II: Robustness to Invalid Soft Data
Similar to the former category of experiments, the target is tasked to be agile and all
sensor nodes are initially provided with valid soft and hard data. Starting from iteration
300 onwards, one of the sensor nodes in the network starts receiving an invalid soft data
report.
As shown in Figure 5.3, using weighted CP the inflicted sensor node experiences an
initial drop in performance, which then gradually improves and becomes stable eventually.
The regular CP, however, is unable to deal with invalid soft data provided and ends up
completely diverging after a period of time. As shown, using WCP method the effect of
the misleading soft data is alleviated, since the weights of the neighbouring sensor nodes
are higher and the weight of faulty sensor node is lower; therefore, its estimation gets
closer to that of its neighbouring nodes. Moreover, from the entire network convergence
perspective, WCP yields a more superior performance both in terms of overall accuracy of
target trajectories and their corresponding uncertainties.
Figure 5.3: Target tracking performance comparison for sensor node with invalid soft
sensory data
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Figure 5.4: ARMSE and uncertainty of WCP for the entire sensor network with noisy hard
sensory data
5.4 Summary
An adaptive source reliability technique was proposed in this chapter which considers each
source’s reliability in sharing the information, and it adaptively changes the reliability
coefficients during the process. Using this approach as shown in the experimental results,
if a sensor node is faulty, due to misleading soft data reported or a noisy hard data, its
contribution in information sharing is reduced to alleviate its effect and it can also correct
its estimation over time using the information from its neighbouring nodes. So far in this
thesis, the problem of single target tracking was considered. In order to study the cases
involving multi agile target tracking scenarios, a new approach has been proposed using
the same concept of soft data integration into the Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD)
filter.
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Chapter 6
Soft-Data-Constrained Probability
Hypothesis Density Filtering
6.1 Introduction
Numerous methods have been proposed to tackle the problem dealing with multiple tar-
gets. This thesis considers a problem in which the dynamics of maneuvering multiple-
targets might deviate from the probabilistic characterization represented by a Transition
Probability Matrix, i.e., multiple agile target tracking scenarios. In the following section,
following an overview of the PHD filter in section 6.2, the SMC-based implementation of
the interactive multiple model PHD filter is detailed and discussed in section 6.2.1, followed
by the proposed SDC IMM-PHD filter presented in section 6.2.2.
6.2 PHD Filter
The Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter proposed by Mahler [10] is a well-known
multi-target tracking approach. Sequential Monte Carlo Implementation of the PHD Filter
for Multi-target Tracking is proposed by Vo et al. [155] It relies on propagation of a first-
order statistical moment of the multi-target posterior derived using the random set theory.
The PHD filter can be implemented via the Gaussian Mixtures (GM) [63] or the Sequen-
tial Monte Carlo techniques [64]. SMC approaches have the advantage of computational
tractability [156] and provable convergence properties [64], [157]. In addition, there is no
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need for the assumptions to be made on the form of the underlying probability density;
therefore, they are applicable under the most general circumstances.
The SMC approximation of the IMM PHD filter is applicable to track multiple maneu-
vering targets with nonlinear, non-Gaussian dynamics. In particular, the SMC-PHD filter
[158] has been extended using the interacting multiple-model principle (IMM SMC-PHD)
to enable tracking of multiple maneuvering targets[159]. The IMM SMC-PHD is shown to
diverge when applied to highly agile targets, whereas, the proposed soft-data-constrained
variant is capable of tracking highly agile targets when provided with appropriate soft data.
6.2.1 IMM SMC-PHD Filter
Algorithm 5 shows the steps of the IMM SMC-PHD filter. As shown in the first step,
there is an initialization of an augmented particle set [{xnt , wnt }Nn=1]; in which, each particle
consists of a state xn, weight wn and a mode rn, with N being the total number of
particles. After the particles’ mode is predicted as shown in step 2.1 ; it is followed by a
mode-dependant state prediction of the targets. For the target with state xt−1 at time step
t− 1, the probability that it will survive at time t is given by et|t−1(xt−1). The prediction
step is defined in step 2.2, where the Density Dt|t−1(.) is similar to probability density
except that it does not integrate to unity, δ(.) is the Dirac Delta function , and wt−1 is the
weight of the nth particle at time t−1. The function ft|t−1(.) in this equation characterizes
the Markov target transition density.
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Table 6.1: Algorithm 5: IMM SMC-PHD
[{xnt }Nn=1] =IMM SMC-PHD [{xnt−1}Nn=1, zt]
Step 1: Initialization: {xnt , rnt , wnt }Nn=1
Step 2: Prediction
Step 2.1: Mode prediction
p(rt|z1:t−1)
=
∑
m,m′∈N
∑NPt
n=1 hmm′(x
n
t−1)w
n
t−1δ(m− rnt−1)
Step 2.2: Mode-dependant state prediction
Dt|t−1(xt, rt|z1:t−1)
=
∑NPt
n=1w
n
t|t−1δ(xt − xnt|t−1, rt − rnt|t−1)
wnt|t−1 = et|t−1(x
n
t|t−1)ft|t−1(x
n
t|t−1|xnt−1, rnt|t−1)
Step 3: Correction (Updating)
wnt = (1− PD(xnt|t−1)) +
∑NZt
i=1
PD(x
n
t|t−1)ft|t(z
i
t|xnt|t−1,rnt|t−1)
λtct(zit)+ψt(z
i
t)
with the likelihood function:
ψt(z
i
t) =
∑NPt
n=1 PD(x
n
t|t−1)ft|t(z
i
t|xnt|t−1, rnt|t−1)wnt|t−1
Step 4: Evaluate number of targets
Tˆt =
∑NPt
n=1w
n
t
Step 5: Grouping & clustering estimations
Step 6: Go to step 2
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The predicted PHD can be corrected with the availability of measurements z1:t at time
step t to get the updated PHD. We assume that the number of false alarms is Poisson
distributed with the average rate of λt, and that the probability density of the spatial
distribution of false alarms is ct(zt). Let the detection probability of a target with state
xt at time step t be PD(xt), updating or correction step based on measurement data is
defined in step 3, where NZt indicates the number of measurements at time t. The single-
target/single-sensor measurement likelihood function is defined by ft|t(.) in this equation.
In contrast to the particle filter, in PHD filter the summation of the particles’ weights is
not equal to one, rather it is equal to the total number of targets at that moment. In other
words, the expected number of targets at time step t is the summation of the weights of
all the particles at that moment. In step 4, the total number of targets is estimated, where
Tˆt and N
p
t indicate the number of estimated targets and the number of particles at time t,
respectively. In the next step, particles are clustered to provide final targets’ estimations.
6.2.2 Soft-Data-Constrained IMM PHD Filter
This section presents the proposed soft-data-constrained IMM SMC-PHD filter used to
tackle the problem of agile multi-target tracking. The filter uses a Fuzzy logic approach
[102, 29] to model and incorporate the soft data.
Soft Data Modeling Using Fuzzy Logic
In the mode prediction step, early in SDC IMM-SMC-PHD method, the same number
of particles (N
M
) is transferred to each mode, where N is the total number of particles
and M is the total number of modes (step 4.1 in Algorithm 6). For particles with their
current mode defined by m, the next mode (m′) is predicted using the TPM. That is,
respective value is extracted from the transition matrix, pimm′ . The value of pimm′ is also
assigned to a variable called the Stochastic Agility Discount (SAD). For each particle, the
next mode is also predicted using the IMM SMC-PHD filter. Then the prediction step
is performed using the predicted mode for each case, and the difference of the resulting
clouds is evaluated using the Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA) [161], in order to
compare the distance of these two density clouds (Figure 6.1). The OSPA is defined as
follows:
d
(c)
p (X, Y ) = (
1
β
(minpi∈∏β
α∑
i=1
d(c)(xi, ypi(i)))
p + cp(β − α)) 1p (6.1)
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Figure 6.1: OSPA distance calculation procedure including predicting clusters using both
IMM SMC-PHD & TPM followed by computing the distance between two predicted den-
sities
where X = {x1, ..., xα} and Y = {y1, ...yβ} are finite subsets, α and β ∈ No = {0, 1, 2, ...},
1 ≤ p < ∞ and c > 0; in our simulations, p = 1 and c = 50. The output of this step is
called the Expected Cluster Weight (ECW), and shows the estimated target’s agility with
respect to the maneuvering characteristics defined by the TPM (step 4.2 in Algorithm 6).
After choosing the FIS, the value ECW , which represents the divergency of the target
behaviour with respect to the TPM, along with the SAD are the inputs to the FIS. The
output of the FIS is the set of constraints [{Ct}N1=n] used to re-weight the particles (step 5
in Algorithm 6), in order to incorporate the external knowledge in the estimation process
(step 6 in Algorithm 6).
Incorporating Soft Data as Dynamic Constraints
As discussed in the previous section, the FIS is modeled based on the inputs RAL and
RCL. After that, divergency of the target behaviour with respect to the TPM is evaluated
(ECW ) and is the first input to the FIS. For each particle, based on its previous mode
(m) and its predicted mode (m′), the respective value of TPM is selected (SAD) and is
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the other input to the FIS. Then, constraints are calculated based on the Fuzzy rules and
are incorporated into the particles’ weights.
As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, Figures 3.3 to 3.6 show the effect of the inputs on
the Fuzzy inference output for two different Fuzzy models selected based on the soft data
report. These two figures are deployed to show how variation in the soft data report affects
the constraints produced by FIS. To make the figures clearer and to briefly explain how
the Fuzzy rules are modeled to infer the constraints based on the report, some of the cases
are explained as follows:
Let us consider the case in which the target is agile; therefore, the ECW is high, since
the distance between the density predicted by IMM SMC-PHD filter and TPM is large. If
the report is “target is certainly extremely agile”, the FIS shown in Figure 3.3 is selected
for the inference process based on the RAL=“extremely” and RCL=“certainly”. If the
SAD is low for the nth particle, then the constraint coefficient applied to the weight of the
respective particle should be very high, Table I and Figure 3.2 depict the same situation,
and vice versa. That is, for particles with a high SAD value, indicating that the particle
is behaving based on the behaviour characterized by TPM, the constraint should be low
to decrease the weight of the respective particle, since in reality the target is agile and its
trajectory is not based on the behaviour characterized by TPM. Based on the similarity of
these two estimations calculated by TPM and IMM SMC-PHD, and the agility reported,
the constraints are evaluated and are then applied to the respective particles. If the report
indicates the existence of agility and the target is agile, i.e., it does not behave in a similar
fashion to the TPM, the particles in dominant mode should get lower weights and the rest
of the particles should be assigned higher weights in order to survive and to re-generate
more.
After incorporating the constraints into particles’ weights, a resampling step is per-
formed. If the target’s agility level, which is input by the user, is high and the target is not
agile, then the particles that follow the behavior defined by TPM should get low weights to
gradually disappear. On the other hand, the rest of the particles should get higher weights
in order to survive.
The soft-data-inspired dynamic constraints affect the particles’ weights before the re-
sampling step; therefore, the weighting of the particles is updated as follows:
wnt = w
n
t−1p(zt|xt, r = m′)Cnt (6.2)
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Table 6.2: Algorithm 6: SDC IMM-SMC-PHD
[{xnt , Cnt }Nn=1] =SDC IMM-SMC-PHD [{xt−1}Nn=1, zt, SD]
Step 1: Define a set of FIS
Step 1.1: Define rules based on RAL
Step 1.2: Define membership functions based on RCL
Step 2: Interpret SD: {RCL & RAL}
Selecet FIS based on given RCL & RAL
Step 3: Particle Initialization
Step 4: Mode Prediction
Step 4.1: Cluster Particle cloud into M particle clouds
PCm : m = 1, ...M
Step 4.2: For PCm : 1, ...,M (Figure 6.1)
Predict next mode (m’) using TPM
Predict m’ using generic IMM PHD
ECW α Distance of the two clouds using OSPA
SAD α The respective element of TPM based on m and m’
Step 5: Compute constraints:
For n=1:N
ECW α OSPA & SADnt α pimm′
Cnt = FIS(SAD
n
t , ECWt)
Step 6: Apply constraints to particles’ weights
For n=1:N
wnt = w
n
t × Cnt
Step 7: Resampling
Step 8: Mode-dependant state prediction
Step 9: Correction (Updating)
Step 10: Evaluating number of targets
Step 11: Grouping & clustering the estimates
Step 12: Go to Step 4
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Cnt = FIS(SAD
n
t , ECWt) n = 1, ..., N (6.3)
in which the constraints (Cnt ) are calculated in step 5 of Algorithm 6. Algorithm 6 has
many steps similar to those in Algorithm 5, and it also adds a number of additional steps
to accomplish the mode prediction.
6.3 Multi-Target Tracking Experiments
6.3.1 Experiments
A two dimensional tracking example is used to compare the impact of the soft data in
the case of agility in target dynamics. There are five targets that can appear and disap-
pear successively, with initial positions of (3 × 102, 4 × 102)m, (4 × 102, 3 × 102)m, (6 ×
102, 8 × 102)m, (6 × 102, 10 × 102)m, and (7 × 102, 5 × 102)m. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show
target trajectories with no agility and high agility, respectively. There are three modes: a
constant velocity model and two coordinated turn models. The Markovian transition prob-
ability matrix indicating the transition probability between different modes is shown below:
[hmm′ ] =
0.1 0.45 0.450.7 0.1 0.2
0.7 0.2 0.1
 (6.4)
The TPM represents the state transition probability from the mth mode to the m′th
mode. Constant velocity and coordinated turn models are described as follows, respec-
tively:
xt =

1 T 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 T
0 0 0 1
+ xt−1 + σt (6.5)
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xt =

1 sin(Ωt−1T
Ωt−1
) 0 −1−cos(Ωt−1T )
Ωt−1
0 cos(Ωt−1T ) 0 1− sin(Ωt−1T )
0 1−cos(Ωt−1T )
Ωt−1
1 sin(Ωt−1T )
Ωt−1
0 sin(Ωt−1T ) 0 cos(Ωt−1T )
+ xt−1 + σt (6.6)
where Ωt is the turning rate at time step t, and T , which is the sample time, is equal to
one. σ is an i.i.d sequence of zero-mean Gaussian vectors with a covariance Q.
Q =

T 4
4
T 2
2
0 0
T 2
2
T 0 0
0 0 T
4
4
T 2
2
0 0 T
2
2
T
 q (6.7)
The level of the power spectral density of the corresponding continuous process noise
(q) is equal to 1 × 10−3. Performance evaluation of multi-target tracking algorithms is of
great practical importance in the design and comparison of tracking systems. In order to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method, a consistent metric, recently proposed,
called OSPA, is used as defined in the Section 6.2.2.
Figure 6.2: Targets trajectory without agility
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Figure 6.3: Targets trajectory with agility
6.3.2 Category I: Impact of Incorporating Soft Data
In this scenario, targets are highly agile, i.e, targets are expected to make turns based
on TMP; however, they travel only in a straight line during the simulation. Figure 6.4
demonstrates a comparison of the OSPA for the case with no soft data provided, i.e.,
the generic IMM SMC-PHD filter, and the proposed SDC IMM-SMC-PHD filter with the
soft-data report “target is certainly extremely agile”.
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Figure 6.4: Soft-data effect in case of agility
As shown in Figure 6.4, the proposed method, SDC IMM-SMC-PHD filter, has less
OSPA distance during the simulation time, which shows more accurate tracking perfor-
mance. It is clear that when the targets do not switch their modes, there are no obvious
differences between them; however, when maneuvers occur, the OSPA distances increase,
i.e. at simulation times t = 25 and t = 40. This result occurs because when the conditional
model probabilities and switching rates have small values, there may be very few particles
for one or more models in the IMMSMC-PHD filter, especially if there is agility in the tar-
get dynamics. Then the empirical density spanned by all particles with such a mode does
not perform an accurate approximation of the corresponding exact conditional density.
Such problems have been solved by the proposed algorithm, since the exact conditional
density is approximated by incorporating the external knowledge.
6.3.3 Category II: Impact of Soft Data Certainty Level
In this set of experiments, the effect of the soft data’s certainty level of the soft data is
examined and compared (Figure 6.5), for a case in which the target is agile and the reports
are “target is certainly highly agile” and “target is perhaps highly agile”. In both cases,
the reported soft data provides a correct information regarding the targets’ agility level;
however, the certainty levels of the reports are different. The effect of the constraints on
the particles’ weights and therefore the filters’ performance can be observed in this figure.
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Figure 6.5: Impact of the soft data report’s certainty level
As shown, when correct soft data is reported regarding the agility level of the target,
the report with the higher certainty provides better approximation, i.e., a lower OSPA
distances are observed. When the certainty level decreases, since the constraints are not
that effective anymore, they have less effect on the particles’ weights and therefore the
approximation is not as accurate.
6.3.4 Category III: Impact of Number of Particles
Different number of particles are used in order to evaluate the resulting effects. As shown
in Table 6.3, in SMC-based methods, the number of particles used is very important. The
accuracy of the approximation is directly proportional to the size of the particle set (N);
increasing the total number of particles increases the accuracy of the approximation, but
also increases the computational cost. In other words, choosing the number of particles is
a trade-off between the accuracy and the computational resources.
Table 6.3: Impact of number of particles
Number of Particles Average simulation time(s) Average OSPA distance(m)
100 10 40.01
500 70 30.84
1000 180 23.59
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6.4 Summary
This chapter has presented PHD filter, which is used for tracking multiple targets, followed
by a discussion of an interactive multiple model variant of it. The technique adopted for
modeling soft data and a way to incorporate it into the the filtering process have been
presented earlier in section 3.2 of this thesis in details, and the procedure used to model soft
data using Fuzzy logic is demonstrated. The traditional methods cannot handle tracking
when there is an agility in target dynamics; however, the proposed method has shown to
be robust in the experimental results. The tests evaluate the effect of incorporating soft
data on the estimation performance as well as the effect of the soft data report’s certainty
level. In the next chapter, concluding remarks along with some possible future directions
for research as the extension of this work are presented.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks and Future
Work
7.1 Concluding Remarks
The proposed framework can be used for implementing any intelligent system which aims
at automated fusion of high level information into its estimation process. Soft data which is
provided via pictures, videos, text, Podcasts, and other media provide a unique opportunity
for the data fusion community. Some of the potential applications of incorporating soft
data include crisis management, understanding and addressing natural disasters, and other
situation assessments [1].
This thesis has proposed a Soft-Data-Constrained Multi-Model Particle Filtering (SDC
MMPF) method, in which inherently vague soft data provided by human agents are prop-
erly modeled using a Fuzzy inference system. These data are then transformed into a set
of constraints and imposed on the MMPF method, enabling it to deal with tracking situ-
ations involving potentially highly agile targets. The experiments conducted for the task
of single agile target tracking demonstrate the proposed approach’s efficiency in enhancing
the MMPF method’s ability to deal with target agility. The method meets this goal by
incorporating the agility level reported as soft data into the tracking process as dynamic
constraints. In particular, the conventional MMPF method is shown to perform poorly;
that is, it diverges when applied to highly agile targets. However, the proposed method is
capable of tracking highly agile targets when provided with appropriate soft data.
Furthermore distributed framework for the proposed method is proposed. As demon-
strated by the experimental results, the proposed method has the ability to recover from
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failure situations and is robust to noise, since it adjusts the same population of particles, in-
stead of regenerating them. It uses the aggregated global estimate to infer the constraints,
which are then applied to the particles’ weights in order to adjust them appropriately. In
contrast, in most of the existing methodologies, each node directly samples its particle
population from an aggregated global estimate. In the proposed method, if a noise occurs
in the system, it has less effect on the noisy node and its neighbouring nodes and conse-
quently on the overall network, unlike in the other approaches, and can recover faster. As
a result, the nodes do not corrupt their estimations upon a sudden failure in the system
and experience gradual change in case of a failure. Moreover, the proposed method is
more computationally efficient, since using the same number of particles it can yield lower
ARMSE. Lastly, when provided with incorrect soft data, the proposed method is able to
avoid divergence and maintain fairly acceptable performance.
In order to account for sources’ reliability in sharing their information, a Weighted CP
(WCP) is proposed; in which, during each round of CP, the distance between the local
estimation of a node and its most recent global estimate, which is derived from sharing
the estimations with its neighbouring nodes, is used to calculate each node’s reliability
coefficient. This step enables Consensus propagation method to incorporate the sources’
reliability as a set of weights into the consensus process. The case of maneuvering multi-
target tracking is also considered, wherein multiple target maneuvers may deviate from
their stochastic characterization represented by the transition probability matrix.
7.2 Future Research Directions
In the following, several interesting directions for future work are presented:
• The soft data ontology could be extended to enable human agents to supply more
reports regarding the target dynamics such as the appearance/disappearance of a
target, as well as merging, and spawning, also reports can provide information on
other aspects of the targets.
• More experiments can be performed with larger number of sensor nodes to further
evaluate the efficiency of the proposed distributed data aggregation scheme in terms
of its scalability.
• The current experiments are performed in simulation environment only. In order to
observe the efficiency of the system, it should be implemented in a real world testbed
environment.
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• The Random Set theory has been shown to be capable of representing first order,
second order and even composite rules [162]. It can be used to model human data
provided in form of rule-based logical statements as well as data available on the Web
and incorporate them into the fusion process.
• While performing high-level information fusion, it is usually required to have access
to some high level information. There are some challenges involved in use of this high-
level information, for example, learning how to treat humans and search engines as
sensors and task them, especially in crisis situations [1]. This research area provides
rich opportunities for both theoretical development and practical demonstrations of
these new resources.
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